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Definitions
Authentication: Use of a defined cryptographic procedure
to determine the genuineness of an entity.

MCU: Microcontroller Unit
MRTDs: Machine Readable Travel Documents such as
MRP (Machine Readable Passport) and MRV (Machine
Readable Visa).

Authenticity: A genuine property inherent to an entity.
Certificate Authority: A body that guarantees the authenticity of the public keys for digital signatures.

MRZ: The machine-readable zone (MRZ) is the area of a
passport page where machine readable data is stored.

Common Criteria: The Common Criteria is a catalog of
criteria for the certification and evaluation of information
technology systems.

NIST: A division of the US Department of Commerce, the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is
responsible for the standardization of information technology on the national level.

CRC: A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is a commonly
utilized form of error detection code (EDC) for the
protection of data.

NTWG: ICAO’s New Technology Working Group

Digital signature: Based upon asymmetric cryptographic
algorithms, a digital signature is used to confirm the
authenticity of an electronic document.

OCR: Optical character recognition
Open System: Hardware and/or software systems that use
open standards.

DPA: Differential Power Analysis (DPA) is a class of attack
that allows cryptoanalysts to remove secret keys and compromise the security of smart cards and other cryptographic
devices by examining their power use.

PC: Polycarbonate
PET: Polyethylene terephthalate

EEPROM: EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable
read-only memory) is user-modifiable read-only memory that
can be erased and reprogrammed (written to) repeatedly
through the application of higher than normal electrical
voltage.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI): Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a security system which provides digital
signatures, encryption and secure web access.
PVC: Polyvinylchloride

EP: An electronic passport (EP) is a passport with a
contactless IC embedded in it.

RAM: Random access memory (RAM) is a type of volatile
memory that loses its contents in the absence of power.

EP Book Cover: An EP book cover is an inlay containing
an ISO 14443 Type A or Type B compliant contactless chip
and antenna assembly and adhered to specified passport
cover stock (fabric).

Random Number Generator (RNG): A program that
generates a series of numbers at random such that each
number is selected independently of any of the other numbers in the series.

IC: An integrated circuit (IC)

RF: Radio Frequency. With reference to ICs, it is a chip
that is powered by transmitted radio waves.

ICAO: The International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) promotes security and understanding via cooperative
aviation regulation.

ROM: Read-only memory (ROM) is a non-volatile memory
whose contents cannot be altered.

IEC: The International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) is the clearinghouse for standards in all areas of electrotechnology.

SDK: Software Development Kit

Inlay: An inlay shall consist of an ISO 14443 Type A or
Type B compliant chip/antenna assembly embedded in
protective material.

SPA: Simple Power Analysis (SPA) is a simpler form of
the DPA attack that does not necessitate statistical examination.

ISO: The Geneva based International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) is a network of national standards
institutes for 147 countries working to realize standards
solutions that meet both business requirements and serve
the broader needs of society.

TOR: Task Order Request
Transport Key: The transport key is a key that locks the
chip while it is being shipped. Consequently, if somebody
breaks into the truck and steals the chips, they are not in
possession of valid chips.

KB: kilobyte

Volatile memory: A type of memory that preserves its
contents only as long as it is supplied with power.

Key Management: All administrative functions as they
relate to the generation, dispersion, storage, modernization,
demolition and addressing of cryptographic keys.

VWP: The Visa Waiver Program (VWP) allows citizens of
specific nations to travel to the United States for tourism or
business for 90 days or less without acquiring a visa.

LDS: A logical data structure (LDS) defines that manner in
which a user is presented with data.
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Part 1
vincing, but fake corporate emails

IDENTITY
REVOLUTION

to trick unsuspecting recipients
into revealing personal financial

Within a decade the world will be a place where hundreds of millions
of individuals will not only prove their identity by producing official

data, which are then quickly
used to drain their funds. The

documentary evidence, but will also submit their fingerprints, irises

rate at which this sort of crime is

and faces for live inspection. Intelligent multifunctional smart cards

increasing is staggering. Accord-

will be coveted tokens found within each of their wallets, helping to

ing to the analyst group Gartner,

streamline day-to-day transactions. Border control, the provision of

bogus attempts at getting pass-

healthcare services, conversing with government and accessing the

words, credit card information

workplace will all be governed by technology that is today on the cusp
of technological achievement. Just a few years ago, this vision would
have been labeled as “far fetched”. Today, such a future not only seems
possible, but highly probable.

and other personal data cost US
banks and credit card issuers
approximately US$1.2 billion
last year.

Burgeoning levels of financial

as the September 11th terrorist

Fighting back

fraud and the urgent need for

attacks in the USA.

In the face of such an identity
fraud onslaught it is clear that

increased security are just two
reasons why governments and

The detailed report recently re-

current practices are no longer

commercial institutions around

leased by the 9-11 Commission

sufficient a deterrent to the

the world find themselves focu-

in the USA highlighted the

fraudster. All too often official

sing on the complex issue of

potential frailties of current

documents are easy to forge or

“identity”. From speculative

immigration systems. It stated:

alter, while the infrastructure and

small time fraudsters to organized

“No one can hide his or her debt

processes used in many walks of life

gangs of criminals, identity theft

by acquiring a credit card with

– both governmental and com-

is a problem that is in danger of

a slightly different name, yet

mercial – are often inefficient

spiraling out of control.

today, a terrorist can defeat

and incapable of creating a truly

the link to electronic records by

watertight identity system.

Without more robust systems

tossing away an old passport and

the problem looks set to worsen.

slightly altering the name in the

Thankfully, over the past few years

Fake, stolen or altered docu-

new one.”

a sense of urgency has emerged,
with governments and commer-

ments, such as birth certificates,
driving licenses and even pass-

In the commercial sector, the

cial organizations demonstrating

ports, are not as rare as the

incidence of identity-based crime,

their willingness to do some-

authorities would like. And in

while less dramatic, is even more

thing about the problem. In the

the wrong hands these sorts of

prevalent. Of particular note is the

financial sector, for example, the

document can play a key role in

alarming increase in email-based

emergence of the global EMV

assisting unthinkable acts, such

‘phishing attacks’, which use con-

standard and the associated roll
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out of smart bank cards in massive

Examples of new identification

both increasing at rates greater

quantities should help crack

technology include secure tokens,

than 50% per year, demonstrating

down on physical card fraud.

such as smart cards, biometrics

just how pervasive the technology

systems, as well as the establish-

could become. The introduction

Meanwhile initiatives to tighten

ment of public key infrastructures

of chip-based passports is also

immigration procedures, while

(PKI). Of these tools probably

expected to be a strong market

increasing passenger convenience,

the fastest growing is the smart

driver.

are well underway. Within the

card. According to one leading

next year, new machine readable

forecaster of smart card trends,

eGovernment

ePassports using contactless smart

Eurosmart, the number of smart

While identity technology will

card technology and biometrics

cards likely to be used in 2004 is

increasingly be used to help

will begin to roll off the pro-

1.969 billion, with powerful

stamp out financial fraud and

duction line. As well as increas-

microprocessor cards accounting

increase security, robust identity

ing convenience and allowing for

for more than 55% of the total.

systems are also required to
make possible a host of govern-

a better use of manpower, it is
hoped that these ePassports will

From an identification standpoint,

mental aspirations, such as com-

also be able to stamp out fraud,

there are many advantages of

municating and performing trans-

allow for a strengthening of

smart card technology. The

actions with citizens in a trusted

entry/exit procedures and create

embedded chip can hold far

manner – so called eGovern-

a document that can once again

more information than a tradi-

ment.

be viewed as the gold standard of

tional magnetic stripe card, and

identification documents.

crucially, there are sophisticated

A comprehensive eGovernment

security measures in place to

infrastructure is the goal of many

Of course 100% security can

guard against unauthorized access

authorities around the world. In

never be achieved but the addi-

or manipulation of the data that

essence the idea is to create an

tion of a chip and biometrics to

resides within. Smart cards are also

environment in which citizens

the passport will certainly im-

more than capable of storing bio-

can interact seamlessly online

prove the status quo.

metric identifiers and performing

with government administra-

on-card matching calculations.

tions – or to put it another way,

The smart card

it creates an environment where

It isn’t an exaggeration to say

The telecoms and financial ser-

the data ‘runs around’ rather

that an ID revolution is under-

vices markets dominate the land-

than the citizen. Strong govern-

way in many areas of business and

scape, with SIM cards and ‘chip

ment-to-government and govern-

government. Advances in modern

and PIN’ bank cards accounting

ment-to-business infrastructures

technology are making it possible

for most people’s use of the tech-

are also desirable.

for legislators to specify systems

nology. However, the govern-

that can effectively manage the

ment/healthcare sector and the

As governments move to provide

identity of millions of people.

corporate security segment are

services through the click of a
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 Emerging eGovernment –

passport services, birth and

different business models with

where an official online

death records, payment of car

which to accomplish the tasks

presence is established;

registration fees, utility bills

– most of which involve an over-

 Enhanced eGovernment –

etc. Digital signatures may be

haul of their processes and

more official government

used and secure sites with user

systems, turning them from a

sites exist, which are frequently

passwords are also present;

quagmire of red tape to customer-

updated and contain links

friendly systems. Most of the

and email contacts;

 Seamless eGovernment –
the complete integration of

business models are also resulting

 Interactive eGovernment –

in cost savings through the more

users can download forms,

trative boundaries.

efficient use of manpower.

interact through the web

Users can access any service

and contact officials via email.

instantly via a unified package.

e-services across adminis-

Implementing eGovernment is

Citizens may be able to

not a straightforward endeavor

post comments and search

To achieve the highest levels of

and is normally progressed in

specialized databases;

eGovernment, not only must the

various well-defined stages. In

 Transactional eGovernment –

confidentiality and integrity of

May 2002, the UNO published a

users can pay for services

transmitted data be assured, but

study that defined five develop-

and make other transactions

there needs to be a robust system

ment levels of eGovernment:

online. These may include

in place to uniquely identify

HOW A PKI MIGHT WORK
A public key infrastructure (PKI) is a combination of software, encryption technology and services that enable the protection
of communication and transactions performed across the internet. A typical PKI will integrate digital certificates, public key
cryptography and certificate authorities into an enterprise-wide network security architecture.
In a typical eGovernment scenario, an end user will be given a token (a smart card or other chip-based credential) containing a
public key and a private key. The user keeps their private key secret, but their public key is sent to a designated certification
authority, which would then sign and store a certificate along with the user’s personal data. This certificate provides proof that
the public key and digital signature of the user are valid, so establishing a trustworthy, one-to-one link between an electronic
signature and a citizen.
In subsequent eGovernment transactions, citizens can then use their token to sign digital documents with their secure digital
signatures; the corresponding certificates would also allow third parties to trust these signatures.
As a side note, when a government commissions such a system, it will often break down the architecture into small defined chunks.
So requests for proposals (RFPs) will normally be separately issued for the certification authority, the personalization stage, the
population register, secure IT/LAN, WAN-system and so on. This approach not only enables each part of the project to be more
easily specified, but also recognizes that no single company can normally have the know-how to put together an entire system.
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the citizen involved in the trans-

could bring, especially when

dent body that advises the

action.

the systems are being used to

German Parliament on scientific

strengthen a country’s defenses

matters. It was looking at the

Solutions

against possible terrorist activity.

technical, political and legal issues

As society becomes ever more

However, there are many threats

surrounding the introduction of

connected, so it becomes increa-

that could impede the introduction

biometric identifiers in ID cards

singly necessary to identify

of such systems. In particular

and passports. It warned that their

people remotely through auto-

these threats can be broken

inclusion would be like perfor-

matic means. Techniques using

down into:

ming a “gigantic laboratory test”.

instances, but when used in iso-

 Technical – which technology

Many questions are still to be

lation they can be compromised,

should be selected and will it

answered, the report concluded.

stolen or even shared. The next

actually work;

In particular uncertainty remains

passwords are useful in some

level up might use a secure

 Economic – how much

regarding the technology to be

token, such as an electronic ID

will a system really cost to

selected, the system requirements,

card or ePassport. Biometric

implement and is there

the issuance and distribution

systems, which can intrinsically

a tangible pay back;

logistics and the social acceptance

link a token such as a smart card

 Political/Legal – are there

of biometrics. Extensive pilot

to the holder, are also being

differences of opinion across

tests and evaluations would there-

specified in some major projects

governmental parties likely

fore need to be carried out before

– notably the ePassport and

to stifle the progress of such

a full-scale implementation should

some of the latest national ID

an implementation. Are

be considered, the report conti-

schemes.

there legal obstructions to

nued. As well as these challenges,

its introduction, such as

the introduction of biometrics

privacy-based laws;

would also require further legal

However, when the requirement
expands to include government

 Ethical – how will the public

provisions and would also intro-

to consumer applications, such as

and privacy lobbies regard

duce serious costs. The OTA

filling out tax forms, then a secure

the system. Will there be

estimated that the introduction

infrastructure becomes necessary,

widespread opposition to

of biometric ID cards in Germany

such as a public key infrastructure

its introduction.

would cost about € 670 million,

(PKI) used in conjunction with

while

annual

system

main-

smart cards (see How a PKI might

The worldwide ePassport initia-

tenance costs would amount to

work on Page 7).

tive has come in for particular

€ 610 million.

criticism. A noteworthy example

Threats

is the scathing report recently

In fairness, many governments

Not many people can reasonably

published by the German Parlia-

around the world have been pro-

argue against the benefits that

ment’s Office of Technology

active in taking on board these

strong identification systems

Assessment (OTA), an indepen-

issues and once standardization
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THE TRAVEL DOCUMENT
One of the biggest innovations in the development of travel documents in recent years has been the introduction of Machine
Readable Travel Documents (MRTDs), which contain standardized eye and Machine Readable Data. MRTDs exist primarily as
Machine Readable Passports and Machine Readable Visas. According to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) more
than 100 countries currently (or have plans to) issue MRTDs – primarily passports.
The most recent trend towards introducing an electronic passport, which is defined as an MRTD with an embedded contactless
integrated IC, is still unfolding. However, combined with biometrics it should lead to the speedier passage of travelers through
ports of entry and exit, while heightening security and protecting against identity theft.
There are many requirements that differ depending on the country involved. For example, in North America most international
travel takes place via airports (70%). European nations, on the other hand, tend to have a high proportion of border crossing
occurring via land and many internal EU borders are open for free travel. Additional access points include the seaway between
Africa and Europe, with an increasing number of illegal immigrants finding their way onto European soil via this route.
These differences may govern the direction a country takes when specifying their new ePassport. The type and capacity of the
embedded chip, the specification of additional biometrics, the validity period of their passport and the possible setting up of a
national database are just some of the issues that states are now considering. Meanwhile, will countries outsource their
passport issuance process to private contractors or will it stay within the public domain?

and interoperability issues have

implementation of biometrics

fers, Advanced Passenger Infor-

been

resolved,

and contactless smart card chips

mation (API) systems, and the

there will be a sustained period

will have disproportionate effects

creation of an intergovernmental

of pilots in countries such as

on privacy and civil liberties.

network of interoperable elec-

satisfactorily

the USA, Japan, Australia, The

tronic data systems to facilitate

Netherlands, Germany, South

In March 2004 an open letter was

access to each country’s law

Korea, China, Hong Kong, Macao

sent to the International Civil

enforcement and intelligence

and Singapore.

Aviation Organization (ICAO)

information.”

by dozens of civil rights organi-

Ethical threats

zations from across the world.

ePassports have come under

Regional Activities
It is often forgotten that work on

sustained fire from privacy orga-

The letter said: “We are increa-

ePassports started a number of

nizations. While privacy groups

singly concerned that the bio-

years before the September 11th

tend to acknowledge that the

metric travel document initiative

terrorist attacks in the USA. In

prime motive for ePassports is to

is part and parcel of a larger

fact ICAO claims to have led

increase confidence in travel

surveillance infrastructure moni-

the development of biometric-

documents, reduce fraud, combat

toring the movement of indivi-

enhanced machine readable travel

terrorism and protect aviation

duals globally that includes

documents since 1997, working

security, they argue that the

Passenger-Name Record trans-

closely with the air transport
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industry and the International

Visa Reform Entry Act of 2002.

with standards established by

Organization for Standardization

It stated that the 27 countries

ICAO. While activity has not

(ISO). Subsequently, in early

with which the USA has a visa

been limited to the 27 countries

2001, ICAO announced that

waiver arrangement should have

covered by the US legislation,

facial recognition technology was

a biometric passport issuance

they have certainly been leading

the best option for implemen-

program in place by 26 October

the way. In regional terms, the

tation into passports.

2004 (a deadline that has now

greatest activity has been seen in

been extended by one year).

Europe, where 22 countries are

There is no doubt, however, that

affected, the five Asian pacific

progress would have been much

According to the legislation,

countries – Australia, Brunei, Japan,

slower had the terrorist attacks

these passports need to be

New Zealand and Singapore –

not taken place. In particular, the

tamper-proof machine-readable

and in the USA and Canada,

greatest driver came through

documents that incorporate con-

which are not covered by the

legislation known as the US

tactless IC chips, as well as bio-

legislation but are implementing

Enhanced Border Security and

metric identifiers that comply

the technology regardless.

10
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Part 2
The key components of an MRP

PA S S P O RT
TO THE WORLD

include the holder’s identification details, including a photograph or digital image, and a

It may just be a small paper-based booklet, but along with a birth

two-line Machine Readable Zone

certificate, ID card and driving license, a passport is one of the most

at the bottom of the page contain-

highly prized official documents a person can own. Far from being a

ing mandatory identity informa-

lifeless piece of paper, it helps oil the wheels of international commerce,
it allows travelers to experience new cultures and it invokes a sense of
freedom, spirit and adventure. In less than a century we have moved
from a state where a person could get by simply using their name and
title to one where highly sophisticated passports and visas are essential
to travel. Within a matter of years the world of travel will become even
more high-tech, with embedded chips and biometric identifiers being

tion about the passport holder.
In essence this strip allows a
passport to be read rapidly at
passport control, so enabling
immediate cross-referencing with
immigration computers.

included in a passport to verify the true identity of the owner.
The fact that all participating

Without an internationally re-

countries adhere to specific standport, such as the Netherlands,

ards also means that MRPs are

traveling

but in others the figure is far

interoperable throughout the

from country to country becomes

lower, such as China, where less

world. These standards are deve-

almost impossible. This might

than 5% of people have the need

loped by ICAO’s Technical

seem a fairly obvious statement,

for such a document.

Advisory Group on Machine

cognized

passport,

but things haven’t always been this

Readable

Travel

Documents

way. While passports have been

A significant proportion of

(TAG/MRTD) and are published

around for many hundreds of

passports in circulation today

in ICAO Doc 9303.

years, they have had a turbulent

contain information readable not

history, actually being phased

only by the naked eye but also

As well as becoming machine

out altogether by some countries

by a machine. According to the

readable,

in the mid-nineteenth century (see

International

Aviation

incorporate complex security

History of the Passport on Page 12).

Organization (ICAO) – an orga-

measures to prevent forgery or

nization that represents 188

alteration, such as:

Civil

today’s

passports

Today’s passport

nations worldwide – there are

Despite there being almost six

more than 110 states that are

 the replacement of a glued-in

and a half billion people on our

currently issuing (or intend to

photograph with a digitally

planet, there are only in the

start issuing) Machine Readable

printed facial image;

region of 550-600 million pass-

Travel Documents (MRTDs).

ports in circulation. This is

The majority of these documents

the passport holder’s signature;

because in some countries more

are Machine Readable Passports

 the use of intaglio printing on

than 70% of citizens own a pass-

(MRPs).

 a digitally displayed image of

the front and back cover;
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H I S T O R Y O F T H E PA S S P O R T
Hundreds of years ago the vast majority of foreign travel was conducted via ships sailing from one port to the next. In order to
travel in this way, a form of identifying document was needed and became known as a ‘passport’ – literally meaning to pass
through a port.
While the word ‘passport’ may have emerged within the last few hundred years, the notion of a document that allows unhindered
travel can be traced back thousands of years. One of the earliest records can be dated back to around 450 BC, when Nehemiah, an
official serving King Artaxerxes of ancient Persia, asked permission to travel to Judah to rebuild the city. To ensure his safety,
Nehemiah requested that the King give him a letter that he could present to “the governors of the province beyond the river, that
they may grant me passage”. Most modern passports still carry such a letter requesting safe passage and protection for the bearer.
Passports initially came in all sorts of shapes and sizes, including a letter of recommendation by a sovereign or a “safe
conduct” pass. This was not particularly problematic as international travel was fairly limited. During the mid-19th century,
however, the expansion of rail travel led to a massive increase in tourism throughout Europe, causing a complete breakdown
in the European passport and visa system. Consequently many countries abolished passports and visas. Passports only made
a comeback in 1915 when they were revived during the First World War.
After this War, the League of Nations International Conference on Passports agreed on a new booklet-style passport for most
of its member states. Since then it has been through many security and standardization enhancements – including the ongoing
roll out of Machine Readable Passports.
The document is still evolving today with biometric-based ePassports now just around the corner.

 a series of laser perforations;

From passport to
ePassport

card chip within the passport

identification page with a clear

Throughout history, the pass-

amounts of data, such as bio-

laminate which incorporates a

port has been a document that

metric images and electronic

transparent optically variable

has changed in order to remain

visas, to be stored securely.

device to protect the portrait.

one step ahead of increasingly

 the protection of the personal

allows comparatively greater

competent fraudsters. This evo-

The use of biometric data is seen

Commonly-used passport

lutionary process is about to

as essential by many govern-

security features

reach new heights, with the inte-

ments as part of their ongoing

gration of chip technology into

fight against terrorism, fraud and

 intaglio print

the booklet to create the so-

organized crime. Using bio-

 guillochen print

called ePassport (see Figure 1).

metrics, such as facial images,

 optically variable
devices (OVD)

passport officials are able to conCurrently the basic storage

firm the given identity of pass-

 watermarks

medium of the MRP is the two-

port holders to a high degree of

 micro text

line Machine Readable Zone, which

certainty. Their use will also help

 kinegrams

is made up from OCR-B charac-

guard against the issuance of

 ultra violet (UV) marks

ters. The decision to use a smart

duplicate documents.
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Figure 1: Government requirements for national eID cards
Efficiency in processes

Fraud protection

Standards: Personal validation of documents and
identification of holder.

Standards: secure print features like;
rainbow print with guilloches, OVDs,
micro text, UV print, luminescent ink
ghost image, laser engraving

Trend:

 automatic border control (ABC)
 electronic access
 electronic delivery of services

Trend:

secure electronic features like;
microcontroller with encrypted
communication and memory
management (DES, 3-DES, RSA, ECC)

Validity of documents

ID verification

Standards: Machine Readable Passport
characters (MRP’s) and check
with population register offline/online.

Standards: visual portrait, mainly offline

Trend:

Trend:

Machine Readable Travel Documents
(MRTD): eID, ePassport, eVisa
Electronicly readable chip data and
automatic check document authenticity

electronic 1:1 and 1:many identity
matching; both online & offline
using features like biometrics

Source: Infineon Technologies

Aside from the technical advan-

While many of these sorts of

Business change

tages that can be realized using

applications use traditional smart

Many governments worldwide

smart cards, such as encryption

cards, the passport will not in

have long-standing arrangements

capabilities, there is also the

fact use contact-based smart

with

impressive track record of the

cards, which would be imprac-

Germany has Bundesdruckerei,

technology in other sectors to

tical in the case of a passport

the Netherlands has SDU, the

consider, where considerable

booklet. Instead it will use con-

UK has SPS). Many of these

identity challenges have been

tactless IC technology, which

relationships are historical and

solved.

operates using radio frequencies

also extend into areas such as

and comprises a chip and an

banknotes, postage stamps and

Rollouts of the technology in the

attached antenna. This sort of

tax stamps.

healthcare industry, their use as

technology will provide a suffi-

national ID cards in projects

cient amount of data capacity

However, the decision to move

around the world and the ongoing

and can be sandwiched or lami-

from a passport to an ePassport

distribution of EMV-based bank-

nated into the cover or inside

will require a significant change

cards, have proved the technology

pages of a passport.

to the normal passport produc-

secure

printers

(e.g.

time and again to be cheap, secure

tion environment. Traditional

and innovative.

passport producers will still be

13
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required to integrate their highly-

Beyond travel

help to achieve great efficiencies

effective security features into

The advent of high-capacity

within government, with costs

the passport document, but there

contactless chips that have been

being distributed across all

are many new processes that

specially designed for identity

departments involved.

need to be implemented.

applications means that there is

ePassports will require secure
printers to adopt new processes
for data collection and data
handling – especially biometric
data. They will need new IT networks and infrastructure; they
will need to handle new basic
materials

within

which

the

antenna and chip can be stored;

plenty of spare space to take

Timelines

advantage of the multi-application

The US Enhanced Border Security

capabilities of smart cards. Typical

and Visa Entry Reform Act of

examples of ePassport chips inclu-

2002 had originally required Visa

de Infineon’s 32 kilobyte SLE

Waiver Program countries to start

66CLX321P chip (for the stora-

issuing Machine Readable Pass-

ge of one biometric) and the 64

ports with biometric identifiers

kilobyte SLE 66CLX641P chip

no later than October 26, 2004.

designed to store two biometrics.

Early in 2004, the US Depart-

they will need to adopt new

While the immediate future for

lamination processes; they will

the ePassport is very much asso-

need equipment for electronic

ciated with international air

testing and personalization; and

travel, ePassports or electronic

they will need additional quality

ID cards could be used for many

control measures to be in place

other sorts of identity applica-

to inspect the electronic aspects

tions, such as a driver’s licenses,

of the document.

healthcare/social security card,

On top of these, the secure prin-

eGovernment cards with a digital

ments of State and Homeland
Security requested a two-year
extension of this deadline to
October 2006. Primarily this
request was made because the
development of the new passports and the machines to read
them was not proceeding rapidly
enough.

signature, a credit card, or even

In fact, once US lawmakers had

as a monthly travel ticket for

considered the request, the dead-

traveling to work. Smart card

line was extended by just one

technology can keep these sorts

year to October 26, 2005. The

of applications and their associa-

deadline-shift legislation (H.R.

ted data records separate from

4417) also gave US ports of entry

each other – meaning that the

a year longer to install equip-

holder need have no fear that a

ment and software capable of

border guard examining their ID

processing machine readable

card could also access their tax

entry and exit documents that

return.

contain biometric identifiers.

now teaming up with external

As well as being an extremely

The first ePassports should begin

suppliers who can bring the

useful, yet secure, document for

to roll off the production line in

required expertise to the table.

the citizen, such a card could

2005. But at current rates of pro-

ter will also need know-how in
the areas of cryptography, PKI,
RFID, operating systems and
biometrics.

Clearly, while some of these
changes are being implemented
by the printer, they cannot hope
to gain know-how in all these
areas in a relatively short space
of time. This is why printers are

14
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Figure 2: Digital Passport - worldwide project milestones

Source: Infineon Technologies

gress it is unlikely that all 27

countries of the US Visa Waiver

Macao, Hong Kong, USA, Aus-

countries involved in the US Visa

Program members) progress is

tralia, Netherlands and Germany,

Waiver program will be ready on

being made to define an EU

are believed to have an official

time. Part of the problem has been

passport standard that sits within

program in place (see Figure 2).

that the International Civil Avia-

ICAO’s framework.

tion Organization only recently

Following these tests, the first

The next big milestones in the

waves of passports are expected

ePassport process are pilots and

to roll out in the fourth quarter

feasibility tests. These are expec-

of 2005 – in countries, such as

ted to take place between the fourth

the USA, New Zealand and The

quarter of 2004 and the third

Netherlands. Most other Visa

Within the European Com-

quarter of 2005. Countries, such

Waiver countries should roll out

mission (which accounts for 20

as Japan, Korea, Singapore, China,

ePassports in 2006.

introduced internationally agreed
standards, leaving nations with
little time to design, develop, test
and produce new passports.

15
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Part 3

The Value Chain

SYSTEMS
I N T E G R AT I O N

Each step in the passport production process forms a link in the
value chain (see Figure 3). In

It goes without saying that a large-scale identification project should

the lower half of the chain come

use best-of-breed technology provided by companies with a strong

specially designed contactless

track record of success. Equally important, however, will be the leadership, dedication and flair of the systems integrator on the project.
This is especially true in an ePassport implementation where the introduction of new chip-based technology has led to a range of different

chips, inlays and booklets, while
at the top end of the scale there
are the readers/terminals and the

types of supplier getting involved in the traditional passport produc-

backend systems, including servers,

tion process. Handling the relationships between the suppliers, under-

hosts and workstations. Also

standing the implementation issues involved and keeping the project

towards the top end of the value

on track will be no mean feat.

chain are “card” (i.e. passport) and

Governments and commercial

key management systems and an
 special printing techniques

organizations worldwide are

to help make the document

now coming to terms with the

secure;

challenges associated with creat-

associated Trust Center.

One of the fundamental systems

 personalization services

integration challenges will be

ing an intelligent ePassport. Far

required to individualize the

the management of the new

from just taking the existing

passport.

relationships that are having to
be forged between many of the

design and simply ‘adding a
chip’, the whole passport pro-

Meanwhile, the passport is just

suppliers in the value chain –

duction process – from printing

one – albeit very important –

especially between traditional

to posting – is having to be scru-

part of an overall border control

passport players and the tech-

tinized and adapted to take into

system, which also includes,

nology companies that are now

account the impact of the new

among others, passport readers,

needed in the passport production

technology.

biometric systems and complex

process. Secure document prin-

back end systems.

ters, for example, have more than
50 years experience in the manu-

An ePassport is created using
many diverse parts and services

There is clearly no single organi-

facturer of secure paper, prints

including:

zation that can provide the

and additional security features.

breadth of products or expertise

However, the advent of ePass-

needed to create such a system,

ports is requiring them to deve-

software;

so inevitably the final solution

lop know-how and technical

 the module;

will combine many different

experience in other areas, such

 the inlay;

vendors under the close super-

as cryptography, PKI, RFID,

 the cover and paper making

vision of a strong integration

operating systems, RWD (read-

team.

write-devices) and biometrics.

 the chip and its associated

up the booklet;
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Figure 3: Electronic Passport Value Chain and Project Components

Source: Infineon Technologies

Most secure document printers

of the final production process

nization (ICAO) had originally

do not have the capability to

(see Figure 4 on Page 19).

wanted to use barcodes to provi-

develop this expertise in-house in
the short timeframes that have
been set, so they are actively forging new partnerships with companies experienced in these areas.

de extra capacity on the passport.

The ePassport
However, it quickly became

Chip

apparent that barcodes, while

At the heart of the new ePass-

cost effective, would not be able

port is a contactless smart card

to provide the required storage

Bearing in mind the highly secure

chip that will hold pertinent

capacity in the space available.

nature of passport production,

information about the passport

however, these sorts of new rela-

holder including a digital image

They would also preclude the

tionships throw up a variety of

of one or more of their bio-

possibility of reprogramming

issues that need to be solved. For

metrics – with the facial image

information if required. Other

example, great care needs to be

being mandatory and the finger-

options considered were optical

taken to ensure the partnerships

print and iris being optional.

cards, but expense was an issue

are absolutely watertight and

and the use of such technology

proper procedures need to be

Rather than chip technology, the

in passport booklets was deemed

established to ensure the integrity

International Civil Aviation Orga-

impractical.
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The decision to use smart card

transfer rate of 106 kbps (kilobits

page, as well as the passport

technology was therefore made

per second) is specified in the

holder’s

and it was quickly realized that

standard, although faster rates –

needed for facial recognition.

contactless technology, rather

of up to 848 kbps – are possible.

It also leaves room for a digital

than contact-based smart cards,

ICAO also specifies that the

signature, which will verify the

would be the ideal option.

contactless chips can be type A

integrity of the data stored on

Contactless chips are able to store

or type B in design.

the chip.

transfer it between the passport

From a privacy point of view, it

Nations are also able to add

and the reader without the pro-

is important to understand that

other biometric identifiers, such

blems associated with contact-

the contactless chips are passive,

as fingerprint or iris, but this

based systems, such as failure due

meaning they contain no power

would most likely require the

to dirt, moisture or fatigue.

source of their own. It is the

use of higher capacity chips, with

reader, through an inductive pro-

a strong focus now on 64 kilo-

Contactless chips comprise an

cess, that provides the energy

byte options. Clearly this choice

electronic IC housed in a protec-

needed for the chip to operate.

would

tive module and an antenna or

To do this it generates a strong

nation’s passport to any further

coupling element, which is lite-

radio frequency electromagnetic

additions, but would also come

rally a handful of turns of conduc-

field in the contactless chip’s

at a slightly higher price.

tive material. The IC can either

antenna. This field deteriorates

be a simple memory device, a

rapidly as the passport is moved

Security of the chips is also a

wired logic device or it can be a

away from the reader, rendering

major consideration. Chips will

secure microcontroller. A wired

the chip inactive after about 10

undoubtedly have to be certified

logic device possesses both

cm. This feature makes it very

under certification programs,

memory and the capability to

difficult for anyone attempting

such as Common Criteria or

perform simple logic functions,

to skim information from a per-

ITSEC. Under Common Criteria,

such as password protection,

son’s passport without their

evaluation levels range from

while a secure microcontroller

knowledge.

EAL 1 to 7. The highest evalua-

digital

photograph

a sizeable amount of data and

help

future-proof

a

tion assurance level in existence

has more advanced functionality
such as the ability to encrypt and

The size of the chips, in terms of

today for smart card chips is

partition data.

memory, is an important con-

EAL 5+ (see Common Criteria

sideration from both a cost and

on Page 41).

ICAO has stated that the con-

logistical

viewpoint.

tactless chips must comply with

recommends that the minimum

There are certain issues relating

the ISO/IEC 14443 proximity

memory size for the chip should

to certification, however. Any

standard, which specifies an ope-

be 32 kilobytes of memory. This

certification process is lengthy

rating frequency of 13.56 MHz

would carry the information

and expensive. The extended

and a read range of 10 cm. A data

printed on the passport’s data

October 2005 deadline for the

18
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Figure 4: Requirements and Solutions for ID Projects
Turn-Key Solutions by a Flexible Partner Network
Political
 Local content
(software, personalization, card)
 Trustworthy suppliers

Economical
 Turn-key solutions
(automatic border control)
 Standardized certification
(ITSEC, FIPS, CC)
 Scalable solutions
(governmental and private applications)
 Enabler for eGovernment

Technical





Highest security level
Good performance-cost ratio
Option for multi-application
Various form factors
(chip card, paper ID, passport)
 Combination of classical and
new security features
Source: Infineon Technologies

roll out of ePassports will cer-

period of 15 years could be quite

testing, material aging tests and

tainly help such certification to

feasible for a contactless chip.

mechanical stamping tests, which

take place in good time. Chapter

simulate the treatment that the

5 deals more in depth with secu-

Considering the harsh environ-

passport might receive in non-

rity-related issues.

ment that a well-used passport is

electronic environments where

subjected to, the physical dura-

immigration

Another important issue is chip

bility of the chip is under review.

metal-edged stamp to register

durability – including its ability

A ten-year life has been proven

the comings and goings of the

to retain data over a long period

for various projects around the

passenger.

of time and the number of

world, although these are typi-

read/write cycles the chip can

cally using credit card sized

Software

handle in its lifetime. A mini-

documents. In order to achieve a

Similar to personal computers

mum of 10 years would be requi-

better level of certainty as to

the smart card microcontroller is

red for data retention and this is

how a passport chip will survive

controlled by software called an

usually measured at a standard

over a period of ten or more

operating system. In the past this

temperature of 25°C. While it

years, a number of regulated

was written by the card manu-

can never be 100% guaranteed,

tests should be performed. These

facturer and was often proprietary.

it is anticipated that a longer

could include, thermo-mechanical

Within the last five years, how-

19
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Table 1: Examples of ePassport Pilot and Roll out Details

Source: Infineon Technologies

Country

Memory size kE2

Type

Pilot

Rollout

US

32/64

Cover Page

Q1/2005

Q4/2005

New Zealand

64

Cover Page

Australia

64

Middle Page

Q3/2004

Q4/2005

Japan

32

Holder Page

Q1/2005

2005

Korea

32

Holder Page

Q1/2005

2005

China / HK

32

Cover Page

Q2/2005

2006

Singapore

64

Cover Page; Holder Page; ID1

Q1/2005

Q4/2005

Malaysia

64

Cover Page

Netherlands

64

Holder Page

Denmark

32

Holder Page

Q4/2005

France

64

Cover Page

Q4/2005

Germany

64

Holder Page

Mexico

32

Cover Page

Mid 2005

2006
Q4/2004

Q2/2005

Mid 2005

Q4/2005
Q4/2005

ever, there has been a significant

rating system that will become

aiding speed to market. The

shift towards ‘open’ operating

the leading choice.

memory capacities of flash-based

systems and as well as card manu-

chips also tend to be larger (up to

facturers, independent software

The operating system is typically

1 MB). It should be remembered,

houses have entered the market.

burned or embedded into the

however, that flash memory

chip’s ROM during the chip manu-

must also contain the operating

Examples of open operating

facturing process. This method

system.

systems include JavaCard™ or

for storing the operating system

MULTOS™, while proprietary

is tried and tested, and while it

There is a trend toward certify-

operating systems include CardOS,

requires a marginally longer lead-

ing operating systems under

APOLLO, MPCOS and StarCOS

time for the initial production

certification programs, such as

amongst many others.

process, it does provide for a very

Common Criteria or ITSEC.

Both proprietary and open

secure system, as the code con-

Under Common Criteria, evalu-

systems are capable of meeting

trolling the chip cannot be altered.

ation levels range from EAL 1 to

the requirements defined for

7. The highest assurance level in

the ePassport, however, it is

As an alternative to storing the

existence today for smart card

also widely acknowledged that

operating system in the ROM, it

operating systems is EAL 4 (see

both systems have their pros and

is possible to use flash memory –

Common Criteria on Page 41).

cons.

which also replace a chip’s
EEPROM. Flash memory is

Inlay and booklet

To date it seems that JavaCard

programmable after the chip

There are numerous different

with Open Platform is the ope-

manufacturing process, feasibly

approaches to embedding a chip
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and antenna in a passport. The

nation’s existing passport pro-

data page is chosen to hold the

most popular is to incorporate

duction process.

inlay – so allowing all data about
the passport holder to be held in

the chip, package and antenna
Examples of where chips are

one place – protection is enhanced

being positioned include the

through natural cushioning pro-

Current proposals favor the

front cover (an approach taken

vided by the cover. The centre of

contactless chip’s antenna having

by Malaysia), a ‘holder page’

the booklet would provide the

a footprint that is 53.98 mm x

sewn into the middle of the book

best ‘cushioning effect’, how-

85.6 mm, so called ID-1 sized,

(favored by countries, such

ever. There does seem to be a

while the overall dimensions of

as The Netherlands), or in

general consensus that the loca-

the inlay are expected to be ID-3

the cover (an option chosen

tion of the chip within the inlay

sized, which is the size of a pass-

by

is best served towards the spine

port booklet page (125 x 88 mm)

USA and New Zealand) – see

– see Table 2 for details.

Table 1.

into an assembly called the inlay.

countries,

such

as

the

of the booklet.

Regardless of the position of the
The location of the inlay, and the

From an integration point of

inlay and chip, there are a number

exact position of the chip and

view, the decision on where the

of critical factors for success,

antenna within that inlay, is up

chip will be located is important.

including the thickness of the

to individual countries – and

For example, if the chip is to be

inlay (which should be uniform

tends to be governed by an in-

positioned on the front or back

and within limits that would not

vestigation of which location

cover then a more flexible inlay

affect existing processes, such as

will be most durable and protec-

is required – and one that is able

printing), its adhesion into the

tive of the contactless chip and

to protect the chip from gold

booklet and the protection that it

yet will impact least upon the

blocking or embossing. If the

affords the embedded chip.

Table 2: Details about the different Identification formats
PRODUCT

MECHANICAL SPECS /
DIMENSIONS

APPLICATIONS

ID-1

Format = 54.0mm x 85.6mm
Thickness = 0.25mm to 1.25mm

Used for most ID Projects; National electronic ID Cards
Healthcare Cards; Electronic Driving Licenses
Special User Groups (e.g. Military); Employee Cards

ID-2

Format = 74.0mm x 105.0mm
Thickness = 0.25mm to 1.25mm

This is not used for current smart card-based solutions.
Used in e.g. Germany for the current Identity Card and used for current visa’s
(attached in passport booklet)

ID-3

Passport Booklet

Electronic passport due to be rolled in 2004 / 2005. Chip/Module and
antenna will be assembled in a so-called holder page, the front cover or the
back cover (depending upon country).

Current data contained in today’s applications include:

Future data will include:

Nationality
Surname
First Name
Date and place of birth
Sex

Digital Signature
Biometric Reference Template
Current status of person

Serial Number
National Number
Passport picture
Address
Etc.
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The material used to construct

specifying a holder page solu-

antenna. This is printed onto a

the inlay is an important consi-

tion, this may be too thick for

special security film, which also

deration. Most materials have plus

some passport production equip-

embeds the contactless chip. There

and minus points. For example,

ment. For example, the USA’s

is no physical connection between

polycarbonate (PC) is both

book cover (which is where the

the chip and the antenna, which

durable and has good printability,

inlay is to be integrated) is speci-

can be a weak point in some

yet it is not typically suitable for

fied at 0.7 mm.

traditional designs. Instead the
chip and antenna communicate

use within the passport cover.

via inductive coupling techniques.

Meanwhile, substances such as

It may well be possible to obtain

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) are low

inlays with a thickness of 0.4 mm

cost and are embossable, but have

or less. This could be designed as

Paper and printing

only medium durability levels.

a four-layer prelam/inlay with

Traditional passports rely on the

the antenna in the centre. Over-

properties of the paper and prin-

Some proprietary materials are

lays would then be on each side

ting process to ensure security. A

on the market and offer a good

to provide a uniform thickness,

variety of techniques, such as

compromise, such as Durasoft or

so that the position of the chip is

holograms, kinegrams, water-

Teslin, which are embossable,

disguised. Meanwhile a spacer

marks and UV marks are used

durable and flexible, as well as

with a hole around the chip/

to provide resistance against

having good printability and

package would help to eliminate

fraudulent copying.

being medium cost.

local stress and pressures.
Naturally these sorts of features

As well as the material of

As a side note, there are alter-

will still be integral to the new

construction, the thickness of

natives to the traditional inlay

ePassport. However, it is impor-

the inlay is also important.

approach. For example, some

tant for the integration team to

Whereas a 0.8 mm thickness

manufacturers have developed

assess how these processes – and

might be appropriate for countries

conductive ink to print an

others – might affect the new

C O S T A N A LY S I S
Costing the new ePassport is a difficult activity and so this report will limit itself to providing estimates for the chip,
package, operating system and inlay.
Infineon estimates the cost of a 32K contactless chip with a JavaCard operating system, embedded in a module and inlay to
be in the region of € 4 in 2004/5 for an annual demand of one to five million passports per year. Of course over time this price
may decline as production yield improves – although experience has shown that demand by customers for greater functionality usually offsets any fall in manufacturing cost.
Breaking the above estimate down into its individual components shows the chip accounts for approximately 60% of the total,
with the package being 5%, the operating system and software accounting for 20% and the inlay approximately 15%.
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chip/inlay assembly. For exam-

 date of birth;

reader/writer into the printer.

ple, if a chip is placed in the

 sex;

This would help eliminate the

cover of the passport then care

 date of issue;

problem of marrying a printed

needs to be taken to ensure it is

 expiry date;

passport to the right data stream

unaffected by processes such as

 place of birth;

if the chip personalization stage

embossing or hot laminating.

 issuing authority;

were to be separate.

 full digital image,
Preference might also be given to

rather than a template,

The process flow would include

suppliers able to demonstrate

of the passport photo.

the following steps (with the
new steps in italics):

that their designs would either
result in the functional disabling

Other information might also be

 attach inlay to the cover stock

of the IC/antenna assembly or

stored, such as coordinates of the

 assemble and bind the book

be highly visible if there was an

passport holder’s left and right

 send the book through the

attempt to remove or attack the

eyes to help aid the biometric

passport printer

embedded inlay from the pass-

matching process.

– print the front cover
– personalize the chip.

port.
It is required that all of this data
Personalization

is digitally signed to protect it

Clearly this is a simplified chain

The personalization of an ePass-

from alteration and abuse. This

of events and is offered as an

port is a critical stage in the

means that a private key must be

example only.

production process. With the

used to sign the data and a public

introduction of a contactless chip,

key to decrypt it. ICAO has

Readers

it becomes absolutely vital that

suggested that it should be sent

The introduction of ePassports

the personal details on the data

all the public keys, which could

demands new types of passport

page match exactly the informa-

then be accessed via a specially

readers capable of reading not

tion written onto the chip.

designated ICAO server.

only the Machine Readable Zone
(MRZ) on the data page, but also

The data elements from the visual

In order to personalize the con-

the contents of the chip. In order

and machine readable areas on

tactless chip, the system will

to ensure that readers will be

the data page that will most

include a reader/writer, persona-

able to read the different varie-

likely end up stored on the chip

lization software and a secure

ties of passport allowed, it is

include:

module that will carry the security

recommended that nations choose

keys (this could be a smart card

readers capable of reading chips

or some other secure depository).

conforming to both ISO/IEC

 the document code –
“p” for passport;

14443 Type A and Type B.

 the issuing state;

One possible way to add the chip

 name of the bearer;

personalization to the existing

The ability to read chips from

 passport number;

process could be to integrate the

multiple vendors on a single
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reader has been far from plain

to ensure reading of the chip’s

passport, bearing in mind anti-

sailing, however. ePassport inter-

data. Whether or not the passport

collision requirements.

operability tests have revealed

is read open at the data page or

that there are still a number of

closed would be a matter for

Essentially both readers and

problems with smart card readers.

individual countries to decide.

ePassport chips need to comply
with the ISO14443 standard for

For example, the US Department
of Homeland Security performed

Border control readers also need

collision detection and manufac-

tests at the National Biometric

to be able to read a passport

turers need to ensure that colli-

Security Project’s facilities in

picture and associated data in

sion detection works correctly

Morgantown, West Virginia, in

approximately one second. ICAO

when multiple type A/B ePass-

July 2004, using readers from a

has therefore recommended that

port chips are in the field. Pro-

variety of vendors. Some of these

readers support a data through-

prietary approaches are deemed

readers could not detect the

put rate of at least 424 kbps. The

to be unacceptable, as they

presence of the ePassport chips

ePassport

would introduce interoperability

while others detected the chips

must support 106 kbps (to be

but could not read the informa-

compatible with ISO 14443) but

tion. The reasons for the failures

should also support higher rates

Another logistic that reader

are diverse, but essentially boil

of 424 kbps or even 848 kbps.

manufacturers are having to

down to the fact that vendors

There are other fairly obvious

address is what the procedure

have produced products based

recommendations being made to

should be if transactions with

on their own interpretation of

reader manufacturers, such as the

passports do not complete – per-

ICAO’s specifications.

provision of a visual indication

haps because a chip/ antenna is at

that the device is switched on and

the extreme of its operating range.

working.

In this instance ICAO has recom-

Overall the three-day Morgan-

chips,

meanwhile,

problems.

mended that readers attempt

town tests showed that ePassports based on ISO 14443 Type

An important consideration that

immediately to re- establish a ses-

B standards were more proble-

is facing reader manufacturers is

sion with the chip/antenna. Once

matic than those using the Type

the ability for their hardware to

a transaction has completed,

A interface. More tests have been

operate properly when there may

meanwhile, the reader should also

planned in 2004/2005 in an

be more than one passport within

be configured to not attempt

attempt to iron out the remai-

the vicinity of the reader, or even

further ePassport read trans-

ning issues.

more than one chip within the

actions until the chip has been

passport. This is a likely future

completely removed from the

From a reader manufacturing

scenario, as countries plan to

reader and then re-presented.

point of view, it is important that

issue visas in both electronic and

the reader is designed in such a

paper formats. This will in turn

way that a passport will always

require thought as to the best

be presented in the correct way

location of the eVisa within the
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Border control
process and databases

cipating countries). The immi-

metric and chip technology

gration officer will also check the

makes it possible to verify the

The most obvious changes to the

passport’s other security features

identity of a passenger with a

passenger will be the issuance of

to verify that the document is

great degree of certainty and, by

a new passport, and the biome-

not a fake and has not been

using appropriate access control

tric check they must undergo

tampered with.

barriers, can allow a level of
automation to take place at pass-

when passing through immi-

port control.

gration control. Instead of simply

At this point the system will

handing over their passport to

compare the Machine Readable

the immigration officer, they will

Zone information against the

Of course, if the travel document

now be asked to look into a

equivalent chip-based informa-

and the passenger do not match

special camera, which can capture

tion. Assuming the information

up satisfactorily, or any other

their facial information. In some

all correlates, then the document

failure occurs, then the passenger

instances, the passenger will also

is deemed valid. Checks between

would be re-routed to regular

have to undergo a fingerprint or

the passenger’s biometric and

human inspection channels.

iris scan (see Biometric Systems

databases of criminal watch lists

on Page 26).

can now take place, while there
will also be a one-to-one veri-

Other considerations

In fact the process will be more

fication of the passenger’s facial

Globally some ePassport pro-

complex – although not imme-

biometric against the image held

jects will be handled entirely by

diately obvious to the passenger.

on the chip. The immigration

government-owned companies,

First of all the immigration officer

officer will be required to aid this

while others will be “given” to

will assess whether or not the

process, getting the passenger to

the industry, under strict control.

passport is a new chip-based

submit their biometric in the

In other instances only part of

document (a special logo will

correct manner – something

the project will be outsourced –

appear on the passport symboliz-

which could be particularly chal-

such

ing a contactless chip). Assuming

lenging for younger children, for

chips/inlays and software.

it is, they will then present the

example. Once the biometric

passport to the reader to check

match is confirmed then the pas-

There are many reasons why a

the chip’s digital signature – this

senger is allowed to continue on

country might decide to go

will require a connection bet-

their journey.

down one route over another.

ween the contactless card reader,

as

the

provision

of

Some countries want to retain

its associated PC and onwards to

Looking ahead to the future, it is

complete control over the pro-

ICAO which is responsible for

possible that the new ePassport

cess, and would prefer that con-

holding a database of public keys

will be used to partly remove the

versations

(this assumes that a PKI is to be

immigration officer from the

introduction

used and that a central ICAO

equation – in the hope that

remain behind closed doors.

database is accepted by parti-

queues can be reduced. Bio-

Others are inviting open discus-
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 verify the claimed identity

sion, and see the bringing in of

being among the first trials.

external suppliers as a good way

Some countries do not appear to

to develop quickly the expertise

be undergoing such a process,

 identify an individual

that will be needed to implement

and that might prove to be a

by comparing their

the new technology.

mistake – although in most cases

biometric against a large

a degree of the testing is occur-

number of candidates;

Often the decision is dependent

ring behind closed doors or as

on a country’s contractual obli-

part of other trials.

of an individual;

 check to see whether a person
is on a defined watch list.

gations with existing passport
suppliers. This could explain

Biometric Systems

It has long been realized that a

why traditional aspects of the

A person’s biometrics can be

flaw of most identity documents,

passport production process,

broken down into two main

including passports, is that no

such as printing, are tending to

categories. First there are the

guarantee can be given that the

remain with existing providers of

physiological traits of a person,

holder is in fact the true document

that service, with the new tech-

such as their fingerprint, facial

owner. This is why biometrics,

nology elements, such as the

image or iris pattern, then

which tie a person irrevocably to

provision of the chip, inlay, PKI

there are a person’s behavioral

a document, are at the heart of

system and biometric equip-

traits, such as the characteristics

the new ePassport plans.

ment, often being tendered to

of their voice or the way they

commercial businesses.

sign their name or type at a key-

Biometrics are not just useful in

board.

verifying a person’s given identity,

Whichever route is chosen, the

however. They can also help

one certainty is that the project

Biometric systems use these

ascertain whether the person

will not likely be plain sailing.

distinct traits for the purposes

enrolling for a new document is

This is why most countries are

of automatically identifying a

trying to obtain a second docu-

undergoing specific test phases –

person. In fact they can operate

ment under false pretences. In this

with The Netherlands in Europe

in a number of ways. For example

instance, passport agencies would

and the USA in the Americas

they could either:

compare the enrollees’ biometric

Table 3: Comparison between different biometric options
Biometric

Typical Image Size

TAR* at FAR of 0.01% (single image)

TAR* at FAR of 0.01% (multiple images)

Face

15-20KB

71.5% 1

89.6% 1

Fingerprint

10KB per finger

99.4% 2

99.9% 2

Iris

30KB per eye

98% 3

99.75% 3

* TAR is the True Accept Rate which is 1-False Reject Rate (FRR). The FRR combines matching error rates and failure to acquire rates
1

Source Face Recognition Vendor Test 2002 (FRVT 2002) – systems will no doubt have improved in the years since these figures were calculated.

2

Source Fingerprint Technology Vendor Evaluation 2003 (FpVTE 2003)

3

Iris recognition technology actually has no measurements at this false accept rate. The nature of the system means that false accepts are extremely improbable,
with no verified false match ever having occurred. These figures were reported by the UK’s Communications-Electronics Security Group (CESG)/Biometric Working Group
(BWG) in 2001, and are actually for an FAR of 0% and so are not directly comparable to the face and fingerprint figures quoted.
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 it can be captured from

of biometrics stored and the

vious enrollees to ensure that they

a suitable photograph without

difference between storing an

are not already in the system.

the person having to visit a

image or a template only matters

special enrolment station to

to the extent it defines the size of

apply for a passport;

the EEPROM required.

ICAO’s New Technology Working Group (NTWG) began investi-

 non-intrusiveness –

gating biometric methods more

no need for the user to

Data transfer time is a crucial

than five years ago, in an attempt

touch or interact with

issue in an environment where

to identify which of the techno-

a physical device;

fast turnaround of passengers is

logies would be useful in Machine

 many countries already

desirable. Biometric images are

Readable Travel Document Appli-

have legacy databases

relatively large blocks of data

cations. A report, which was

of facial images;

and must be transmitted outside

endorsed in February 2002,

 facial images are often

of the chip. The time to commu-

recommended face, fingerprint and

the only biometrics on

nicate a biometric image is a

iris as the three best biometrics.

record for use in watch

function of several devices and

lists of criminals or terrorists;

their corresponding throughput

Soon after, ICAO specified that

 verification between a

rates: chip internal; card to

facial recognition would be used

photo and a person is

reader; and reader to host. The

by passport as the globally inter-

already a familiar procedure

internal speed of the chip is

operable biometric, with finger-

both for immigration

certainly not a bottleneck, opera-

print or iris recognition specified

officers and passengers.

ting at greater than 500 kbps.
ISO/IEC standards define data

as optional extras.
A further assessment of the ways

transfer rates between the card

Table 3 demonstrates that facial

in which commercial systems

and reader at a minimum of

recognition is far from being the

operate, quickly led ICAO to

106 kbps, although readers can

most accurate biometric availa-

recommend the use of images

normally be tuned to communi-

ble. However, there were many

rather than proprietary templates.

cate with chips at 424 or even

other reasons why facial recogni-

This ensures passport interope-

848 kbps – Infineon believes that

tion technology was deemed the

rability between countries which

a rate of 424 kbps to be most

best biometric including:

will most likely be using different

stable, with higher rates of

biometric hardware and matching

communication subject to inter-

engines to assess passengers. The

ference.

 a biometric system can always
acquire an image of a face,

typical sizes of the images are

unlike fingerprint or iris

also displayed in the table.

mission time from the reader to

recognition;
 the social and cultural

Equally important is the trans-

From a chip perspective, bio-

the PC which does the processing.

acceptability of a facial

metric data stored on a card is

Traditional Wiegand and RS232

photograph;

simply that – data. The number

communication protocols are
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slow (115 kbps for an RS232

immigration officials will handle

influence

interface). It is therefore a good

exceptions, which could be when

implements a central database

idea to use USB connections, or

a person does not match the

rather than storing a person’s bio-

even better, to design readers

image on the chip or when the

metric solely on the passport’s

with an integrated controller.

chip is not functioning. Officials

chip. In fact, some states could

also need to be aware of the

be legislatively inhibited from

There are many other operational

potential for spoofing attacks,

storing

issues that arise from the use of

where passengers may try and

and in these cases would have

biometrics. For example, at land

dupe the technology with a fake

no choice other than to use

borders there are unique challen-

biometric.

the image stored in the travel

ges, especially when a vehicle

whether

biometrics

a

nation

centrally

documents. Social factors may

is used to transport groups of

There are also concerns that will

also influence the decision on

people across a border. Mean-

affect different nations in various

whether certain biometrics, such

while, procedures need to be

ways. Privacy issues or public

as fingerprints, will be acceptable

worked out that explain how

perception, for example, may

to the public at large.

THERE’S MORE TO PRODUCING THE
N E W e PA S S P O R T S T H A N M E E T S T H E E Y E
The way we cross borders is about to change: the number of national and international travelers continues to grow exponentially, and issues such as forged travel documents and stolen identities have now become an everyday occurrence. This has
resulted in increasing security concerns over establishing the link between travel documents and the actual owners of such documents. As the current printed travel documents do not meet this requirement, governments around the globe are now actively
pushing through legislation in order to accelerate the introduction of chip-based travel documents carrying the owners’ unique
biometric data – in other words, travel documents for the digital world.
When it comes to producing these new travel documents, experience both in the technical implementation and in high volume
production and logistics will be required to successfully realize such a venture. Skills that were acquired from printing and distributing the current travel document will still be needed for the realization of the new chip-based travel documents.
With the final political decisions relating to the implementation of the biometric passport still outstanding, it is essential that
companies involved in the issuance and printing of the new chip-based travel documents offer flexible solutions.
Bundesdruckerei is in such a position, as the company is currently developing the required chip-based products for the standard
formats ID-1 and ID-2, in addition to the standard passport format (ID-3). Also of importance is that the ePassport solution is not
tied to one particular smart card operating system.
A factor of vital importance to the success of the new ePassport is not only the printing of the document with the on-board chip,
as well as the interoperability with various readers, but the actual issuing of the document – especially as the issuing authority
will be responsible for the collection of the biometric data (face, fingerprint and/or iris). Any company involved with the printing
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of the new ePassport must have a sufficient level of necessary interaction with both the National Authority, who are issuing
the public and private keys (see figure above), as well as a deep understanding and established interaction with any local
issuing authorities.
Contact Information:
www.bdr.de or contact veronica.preysing@bdr.de

INTEROPERABILITY IS THE KEY
While the ICAO calls for an ePassport platform capable of meeting its requirements for
high-level security and functionality, and one that can easily integrate with passport manufacturing processes, interoperability
tests conducted prove that not all ePassport vendors in the industry are ready yet. Thus, given the extensive scope of an international ePassport initiative, what challenges can we expect before reaching the October 2005 deadline? And what lessons
and experience can we draw from previous international smart card initiatives?
At a technology crossroad
From a technology perspective, the ePassport application approach is not much different from other secure smart card applications, e.g. for payment or National ID cards. However, a new challenge emerges at the junction of three technological worlds
where mature actors and equipment need to be integrated and function with new ones; the one for the printed security
features in the passport booklet, the one of contactless chip technology for high volume, high security government driven
usage and finally the one of an Operating System (OS) based on the microchip.
In the EMV case, cards and the readers were already in technical harmony, and the technologies implemented were standardized and widely accepted among both vendors and users. Nevertheless, the evolution of EMV has taken more than a decade to mature. Thus, if using EMV as a frame of reference, it is fair to assume that an electronic passport program, involving
hundreds of countries and vendors, should require exhaustive interoperability testing before reaching the implementation
phase. So, how should us vendors prepare ourselves in order to best engage a global introduction of ePassport technology?
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Need for a flexible platform
In the year to come, large roll-outs are planned, deploying ePassport booklets intended to be used for periods of up to ten years
or more. Besides the obvious criteria of strong security, durability and contactless functionality, a global ePassport program
imposes several complex integration and interoperability issues that need to be addressed.
A major subject of concern surfaces, as multiple new technologies are being introduced in a highly volatile environment, where
guidelines and standards are yet to be finalized. Unpredictable roadmaps due to necessary evolutions of ICAO’s specifications
are forcing technology vendors to develop applications under demanding conditions.
In order to respond quickly to ICAO’s specification advancements, Gemplus has deliberately selected to remain on a Java*based OS for our own ePassport platform, “GemBorder”. This has allowed us to build a solution based on our core smart card
technology, while still preserving the flexibility of being able to modify and add applets progressively along with new specification guidelines from ICAO. As a result, Gemplus today has a platform that is compliant with the latest ICAO requirements.
Moreover, as new countries continue to join the program, the ePassport system needs to be able to accommodate border control
across many different geographical regions (i.e. Europe, the Middle-East, Asia etc…). An open Java-based OS tackles this
issue by delivering a platform that can evolve over time, enabling it to comply with a broad range of international security standards.
The Importance of Interoperability
The three main success factors for an ePassport program are: security, functionality and interoperability. The latter one remains
the biggest hurdle and calls for strong guidelines from the ICAO. However, the interoperability challenges faced by governments
and vendors today are not solely related to the platform itself; there are several other factors to consider for successful
roll-out of ePassports. In particular the merging of traditional and new technology generates several complexities, such as:
 First ever worldwide deployment of biometrics-based authentication
 Integrating contactless chips and associated antenna in paper documents that are expected to last for 10+ years
 New manufacturing and management processes of the passports booklets
 Employment of new IT systems (e.g. at airports, issuing offices) while allowing those to remain compatible
with legacy procedures and technologies
All of the technical integration above need to be addressed in a fashion that in no way compromises the fundamental ePassport
prerequisites of strong security, durability and functionality. Hence the ICAO, vendors and governments need to work closely together
to define the right processes and standards to use to avoid the many interoperability pit falls along the ePassport roadmap.
As an alternative to contactless ePassport booklets, governments in countries such as Singapore and the UK are today
evaluating the use of a detachable ePassport smart card, with passport/visa functionalities, to be inserted in a sleeve of the standard
passport booklet. This form factor could potentially act as an interim solution during pilots or test phases, to allow technology
vendors as well as the countries involved the time necessary to create the necessary infrastructure. Gemplus today supports
both ID-1 (card) and ID-3 (passport booklet) form-factors, with experience of smart card-based border control both in Asia and
the Middle-East.
By combining contactless smart chip technology with strong biometrics authentication, governments all over the world can
build the appropriate platform to link travel documents with their rightful owners, while at the same time protecting the individual’s privacy and integrity. The ability to store, protect and manage identity credentials, such as biometrics, picture ID, digital
certificates etc., makes microprocessor chips an unrivaled technology for secure identification at immigration checkpoints.
The ball is now in the corner of governments and technology vendors, and to get it rolling we need to prepare ourselves for
the big interoperability task ahead.
*Java is a platform independent computer programming language developed by Sun Microsystems.

Contact Information:
www.gemplus.com or contact Carl.Norell@gemplus.com
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THE NEED FOR BIOMETRICS
IN TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
The need to correctly and irrefutably identify individuals has existed for a long time. The authorization necessary to enter a
company building, log into a computer program, withdraw money from an account or cross a national border is always tied to
the identity of a person. This in turn must be documented — and verified — in some way. The only method to identify a person in an unchallengeable fashion is automatic recognition of personal characteristics. The technology to generate IDs with
biometric features has now become available.
Before citizens can be identified using the latest ID methods however, the high-tech documents first need to be created. This
is done as follows: First, civil registry employees who handle the personal data collection process authenticate their own person at the terminal to preclude any tampering by third parties. They log into the system with an authorization card that uses
a biometric fingerprint procedure. Then the civil servant initiates the “enrollment” phase and registers a citizen’s personal data
known from previous identification documents, such as name, address, and other personal information, for example height
and eye color. Biometric data is also added, as the face of the applicant is photographed digitally. The official then verifies the
image quality and also can demonstrate to the citizen which of his features are automatically processed by the facial algorithms, e.g. certain eye-eye-mouth (EEM) patterns. Once the data is compiled, it is automatically recorded on the chip to be
integrated into the ID later. The new passport including the chip is now ready.
The best-known biometric characteristic, which has been used in criminology for over 100 years, is the fingerprint. Minutiae,
the characteristic, individual and one-of-a-kind points and lines on every finger tip, serve to identify a person as well as to verify personal data, when such data is compared with a database or an ID. It requires about 12 minutes to positively identify a
person at this time. The disadvantage of this process is that 5 percent of all people have no readable fingertip features and
obtaining the necessary data requires physical contact. The official must press the applicant’s finger onto the surface and
move it back and forth. In some cultures, such interpersonal contact is frowned upon. In addition, this procedure conjures up
images of some kind of police recording process.
In this context it is noteworthy that a person’s individuality extends beyond fingerprints and face. The eye’s iris, lines in the hand,
voice or movement sequences can also be used to identify a person. Physical key characteristics can already be stored on a
chip contained in an ID. These chips are equipped with a transmitter that autonomously exchanges and compares data with a
transponder operating in the radio frequency range. Their range is rather limited however, so RFID chips will not support fears
of a brave new world of total supervision. Furthermore, experts favor limiting its range to 10 cm to prevent any fraudulent use.
Furthermore, the issuing countries have the option of implementing a security procedure for warding off a form of attack
known as skimming, the illegal copying of data from a passport without the owner’s knowledge. When passing through an ID
checkpoint, the owners themselves must place their passports on a reader, which scans the individual, two-line, Machine
Readable Zone. The information is used to generate an access code that is required to even read the data contained on the
chip. That means, the chip can only be read if the person willingly places his or her passport on a reader. A passport being
carried in a vest pocket, for example, cannot be scanned.
Yet identification documents with biometric characteristics use more than RFID. “Not only the chip is important but everything
behind it. That includes the encryption technology, access restriction to data, and the authentication of individuals who can
review it,” explains G&D specialist Bauer. To this end, Giesecke & Devrient offers a total solution for ID documentation. Besides
being well versed in radio technology, the company also has expertise in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) procedures safeguarding information, as well as experience with chip cards using fingerprint technology to authenticate the civil servants with
access to data entry and administration.
Meanwhile, many countries are already experimenting with biometric identification systems. At the Frankfurt international airport, Germany’s Federal Border Guard is evaluating the use of iris detection in a twelve-month project. The Netherlands are
trying out the same procedure at Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport. Australia and Switzerland are testing facial recognition as an
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identification verification process at their respective Sydney and Zurich airports. Great Britain is implementing biometric identification using facial recognition technology, iris scanning, and fingerprinting in a six-month long trial. Several countries like
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, New Zealand, Netherlands and Switzerland have just launched the first pilot projects for
a Passport carrying a chip. Hong Kong and neighboring Macao are issuing their residents with a chip card containing biometric data to assist the acceleration of border-crossing procedures. The next soccer World Cup event, which will be held in
Germany in 2006, will also provide a testing opportunity for a variety of biometric procedures.
The results of these pilot projects will help fine-tune identification systems for applications worldwide.
Contact Information:
www.gi-de.com or contact Ulrike.Zeitler@de.gi-de.com

LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM CURRENT
B I O M E T R I C T R A V E L A P P L I C AT I O N S
Bornholmstrafikken (a Scandinavian ferry company) is at the forefront of digital travel, as it is already using biometric
technology to link a card holder to a frequent traveler’s card. The cardholders (currently 10,000 people) are making their
journeys easier by using a contactless card with a biometric option as their proof of membership – the precursor to a
contactless passport. The main advantages of the system are:
 a physical proof of boarding,
 acquiring information for an electronic boarding list of the passengers (= number of frequent travelers),
 proof of a financial transaction when purchasing a ticket*
 control that the card can only be used in person by the legitimate holder.
Such are the benefits when using a true cardholder verification mechanism (i.e. biometrics) in connection with the authorized
document (passport, frequent traveler’s card etc.).
The main issues with using this technology relate to travelers who do not use the ferry on a regular basis. These people tend
to forget about how the process works for being recognized by his/her own card. A significant number of the 5-7% rejects
(where the cardholder is rejected by the system during the first finger presentation), are people who have forgotten about how
the procedure works, when;
 first introducing the card (including where to place it),
 then wondering where to place the finger – and even which finger,
 remembering to keep the finger on the sensor for a while during the commotion of the boarding process
 and finally to collect the paper receipt from the printer.
These people usually have to forgo this automated process, and join the queue for the traditional ticketing.
However, in an attempt to improve the acceptance rate (and hence increase customer satisfaction and also company efficiency) new instructions have been issued and the visual guidance has been upgraded. The next steps will be to speed up the verification process, thus improving the time for feedback and improving the flow from today’s 1-2 seconds to below 1 second.
Another necessary improvement is to upgrade the antenna technology of the contactless card reader, in order to remove transmission errors and introduce better tolerances when people move the document. The statistics from the project as a whole show
a very strong learning curve effect, both on a personal and collective basis. Acceptance at first attempt has improved to current
figures over a six month period, despite the fact that a number of travelers only use the card once every five or six months. On
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a personal basis, we have found that travelers using the card more than twice a month have a 10% better acceptance rate
during their first attempt. While it is important for the user to learn how to use the system in order to receive maximum benefit, the volume of necessary training is very limited. In evaluating these figures we should also take into account that the cardholders are a cross-section of Danish society with very different backgrounds and ages ranging from 6 to over 70 years.
The experience gained from implementing these types of systems is invaluable when considering automated border control
systems. In such systems, the physical place of the verification is moved from the boarding process for a ferry, to the state
border line crossing, with all its added complex demands on interaction with information systems. In this context, facial and
fingerprint biometrics are the two most tested technologies currently in demand, with some countries specifying that the total
verification time should not take longer than six seconds - including the physical transportation across the border line. That’s
certainly a challenge with all our carry-on baggage today!
* approved by PBS, the national financial clearing house of Denmark

Contact Information:
www.precisebiomentrics.com or contact oa@precisebiometrics.com

THE EU DIGITAL PASSPORT PROJECT AS
SUPPORTED BY THE EU SIXTH FRAMEWORK
PROGRAM/ INFORMATION SOCIETY TECHNOLOGIES.
S marticware

Participants
 Infineon Technologies AG, chairmanship, project coordination and production of contactless controllers including operating systems and packaging.
 Smarticware AB, project management and dissemination, including overall system test.
 EMSQUARES AG, development and manufacturing of the complete contactless inlay.
 Mirage Holography Studio, development of passport booklet and personalization procedures.
 Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), inventory of applicable standards and development of practical,
mechanical test methods for the passport product.
 Microdatec GmbH, development and testing of a passport terminal reader prototype.
 Siemens AG Österreich, development of security, architectural and processing recommendations.
Target
By the end of Q1 2007 the project will produce a complete set up system for providing and handling digital passports with
biometrics. It will also include 50 samples of passport booklets, and the necessary facts for the European Parliament to
decide on possible changes in legislation.
State of the Art
According to plan, five out of nine Working Packages have already started their work, including two general assemblies and
numerous multilateral meetings. A report will be presented by the end of Q1 2005, at the same time as another three Working
Programs will start up. As part of our efforts to study and compile various standards, the project will cooperate with the EU
project “COPRAS”, starting in October 2004. The project is also represented in the ICAO/WG3.
Contact Information:
www.eudigitalpassport.com or contact ulf.hagglund@smarticware.com
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S TA N D A R D I Z AT I O N
It isn’t an exaggeration to say that life as we know it would quickly
grind to a halt if standards were suddenly to disappear. Almost every

 WG8 – contactless integrated
circuit cards, related devices
and interfaces; and
 WG11 – biometrics (although

man-made object is governed by standards in one way or another, from

work here could soon be

the watch on a person’s wrist to the mobile phone in their pocket.

transferred to another wor-

Standards often go unnoticed, as people rarely consider how things

king group, probably WG3).

work when they are going well. It is when they go wrong that they
come under scrutiny. In the world of ePassports the requirement for
standardization is extremely important. It would not be acceptable
if newly embedded contactless chips were responsible for creating
long queues of passengers because they couldn’t communicate with

Bearing in mind the intense
international interest and aggressive timescales involved, a great

passport readers. To make sure this sort of scenario won’t occur, rapid

deal of hard work is taking place

progress in the area of ePassport standardization is being made world-

in the various working groups.

wide to try and resolve any lingering problems.

WG3, for example, is working in
close partnership with the Inter-

The creation of formal, inter-

in the area of Information

national Civil Aviation Organi-

national standards is an arduous

Technology, and within JTC1

zation (ICAO) in an attempt to

process, normally requiring an

there are a number of sub com-

finish off a worldwide standard

extraordinary amount of toil to

mittees that are important for

for the contactless chip-based

finalize. Many standards start off

ePassports and within which

passport booklet that supports,

life as initiatives by groups or

Infineon also plays an active role.

amongst other functions, bio-

organizations that want to pro-

metric recognition (see Figure 5).

mote the use of a particular tech-

In particular:

nology. These specifications may

 Sub Committee 17 (SC17)

Once ICAO publishes the final

go on to become national or even

is responsible for the

specification as ICAO Docu-

international standards.

international standardization

ment No 9303, it will then be put

of personal identification

through the process of getting

and card issues.

endorsed and published as an

The International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) and

 Sub Committee 37 (SC37)

international standard, appearing

the International Electrotech-

is responsible for the area of

as three parts:

nical Commission (IEC) oversee

biometric standardization.

 ISO/IEC 7501-1

all international standardization

Revision of Identification

activities. Under the umbrella of

Within SC17 there are various

cards - Machine Readable

ISO and the IEC are more than

relevant working groups (WG):

Travel documents

220 technical committees. The

 WG3 – Machine Readable

Part 1: Machine Readable

first of these – Joint Committee 1
(JTC1) – is responsible for the
establishment of standardization

Travel Documents;
 WG4 – integrated circuit
cards with contacts;
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Figure 5: Standardization of eVisa and ePassport by ICAO

Source: Infineon Technologies

cards - Machine Readable

power supplies and communi-

While ISO/IEC 7816 relates to

Travel Documents

cation signals and will be able to

traditional smart cards where the

Part 2: Machine Readable Visa

tell the reader device which ‘lang-

chip makes physical contact with

uage’ it speaks.

the reader, the ePassport industry

 ISO/IEC 7501-3
Revision of Identification

is also concerned with ISO/IEC

cards - Machine Readable

More specifically, the standard

standards for contactless smart

Travel Documents

sets the dimensions of the card

cards, as it is contactless chips

Part 3: Official travel

(85 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm thick

that will be embedded within the

documents

– the so called ID1 format), the

passport document.

physical characteristics of the

Smart Card Standards

plastic, the relative positioning

In the area of contactless smart

The main standard determining

of the electrical contacts and

cards the relevant standards are

the physical properties of a smart

their functionality. It also covers

ISO/IEC 10536 (close coupled),

card is ISO/IEC 7816. In essence

commands governing the inter-

ISO/IEC 14443 (proximity) and

the standard ensures that a

change of data, a numbering and

ISO/IEC 15693 (vicinity) cards.

compliant card will fit into the

registering procedure for appli-

ICAO decided to opt for the

slot of a card-read/write device,

cations, data elements for inter-

ISO 14443 (proximity) standard

that it will receive the correct

change and security.

and ISO/IEC 14443: Identification
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cards work at distances of up to

than one chip is in the vicinity of

contactless chip should use and

10 cm from the reader.

a reader requesting data).

both proprietary and open systems
would be capable of meeting the

The other standards were consi-

Passport readers currently are

dered unusable for various rea-

expected to be able to handle

sons – for example, the ISO/IEC

either of these options, although

The MULTOS standard is being

15693 vicinity standard, which

recent tests have shown this not

developed by the MULTOS con-

operates at distances of 10cm to

to be the case.

sortium, which was established

1m, was not capable of suppor-

requirements.

in 1997. The members that have

ting the large amounts of data

Infineon Technologies takes stand-

driven the specification include

required (more than 15K) that

ardization issues extremely seri-

players such as: MasterCard and

needed to be transferred to the

ously and is an active player in

Mondex International, Infineon

reader.

many of the standardization

Technologies, Dai Nippon Print-

bodies looking at the develop-

ing, Hitachi, Keycorp, Giesecke

The proximity cards standard is

ment of identification technology.

&

made up in four parts:

Naturally Infineon’s Secure Mobile

Express. The intellectual property

 Part 1: physical characteristics

Solutions division conforms to

rights to MULTOS are the pro-

 Part 2: radio frequency

and often exceeds the minimum

perty of MasterCard Inter-

recommendations laid out in the

national, but control of the spe-

appropriate ISO/IEC standards

cifications is with the consor-

that affect its business operations.

tium members.

Operating Systems

The JavaCard standard, (as a

The standard actually specifies

There are various operating

subset of the JAVA specification)

two incompatible communication

system options available in the

is owned and controlled by Sun

signal interfaces – type A and

growing identification market

Microsystems - but is developed

type B. Chips conforming to

today. These include MULTOS

by the JavaCard Forum and was

Types A or B both communicate

and Java Card/Global Platform

launched in 1997. The members

at the same frequency – 13.56

(as the two industry wide, stand-

of the JavaCard Forum include

MHz – but the power require-

ard open platforms), as well as

Axalto (Schlumberger), Giesecke

ments needed to activate and

independent Operating Systems.

& Devrient, Gemplus, Oberthur

read information are different.

There are also numerous pro-

Card Systems, Visa, Infineon

Other differences between the

prietary Operating Systems or

Technologies, Hitachi, STMicro-

two include the coding format

implementations from most of the

electronics and Aspects. Java-

and the operation of different

major card manufacturers.

Card solutions are often offered

power and signal interface
 Part 3: initialization and
anticollision

Devrient

and

American

 Part 4: transmission protocols

collision

avoidance

schemes

in conjunction with an imple-

(these govern how the system

Passports standards do not

mentation of the Global Plat-

deals with a situation when more

govern which operating system a

form Specifications, which are
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I C A O ’ S I N V O LV E M E N T
ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) currently represents 188 countries, and as an organization, is in charge of specifying standards for international travel documents e.g. passports, visas and boarding passes. It is a United Nations Organization.
More than six years ago, ICAO’s New Technology Working Group (NTWG) began investigating biometrics and their relevance to
Machine Readable Travel Documents (MRTDs). The three biometrics that it recommended were face, fingerprint and iris. Going
further, ICAO subsequently specified that facial recognition should be a mandatory biometric in the ePassport, while individual
countries could implement fingerprint and/or iris recognition if they wished. It is foreseen that contactless smart cards with a
minimum EEPROM capacity of 32 KB and minimum security levels of Common Criteria EAL4+ will be used.
One problem that has faced countries wanting to implement ePassports, is that ICAO is only now in the final stages of finalizing its specifications, which are published in ICAO Document 9303.
There are strong links between ISO’s SC17 Working Group 3, which focuses on Machine Readable Travel Documents, and ICAO.
These links have been deepened as both organizations have been required to work to aggressive timescales to develop appropriate standards for the next generation passport. Given the intensive technical work, there is now a division of responsibilities
between the two organizations, whereby ICAO’s NTWG is concentrating on policies and requirements whilst SC17/WG3 is
focusing on developing technical reports and specifications. These developments will be absorbed into ICAO Document 9303
prior to being endorsed by ISO as a three part standard – ISO/IEC 7501.

specified by the Global Platform

smart cards – including ePass-

over open networks, such as the

Consortium and cover the life-

ports through the work being

Internet (also primarily develo-

cycle management of the card.

performed by ICAO (see ICAO’s

ped by Visa and MasterCard).

involvement).
Infineon does not endorse any

Another set of financial stand-

one operating system and all

Away from the passport sector, it

ards are the Common Electronic

solutions are available on various

is the banking sector that has made

Purse Specifications (CEPS),

Infineon smart card ICs which

more progress than any other in

which were published in March

cover the market. However, to

establishing user industry stand-

1999. They define requirements

date it seems that JavaCard with

ards for smart cards. There are

for all components needed by an

Open Platform is the operating

two main banking industry

organization to implement a glo-

system that is gaining most trac-

standards – EMV and SET. EMV

bally interoperable electric purse

tion among the world’s leading

is the debit/credit application

program, while maintaining full

large-scale identification projects.

from Europay, MasterCard and

accountability and control.

Visa, while SET (Secure Elec-

User Industry Standards

tronic Transaction) is an open

Once developed, the CEPS

There are many user industry

technical specification for secu-

specifications were handed over

standards that specify the use of

ring payment card transactions

to an organization called CEPS-
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CO, which was tasked with their

In response to the September

formal international biometric

ongoing development and ad-

11th attacks on the USA, legisla-

standards. Work began in earnest

ministration. CEPSCO’s share-

tion, such as the USA PATRIOT

in December 2002.

holders

included:

Act and the Enhanced Border

CEPSCO Española A.I.E (Spanish

Security and Visa Entry Reform

Within a remarkably short space

purse operators), EURO Karten-

Act 2002, was introduced. These

of time, numerous international

systeme (German card opera-

pieces of legislation specified the

standards have been developed

tors), Europay International and

use of biometrics and stipulated

by SC37, with some almost

Visa International.

the use of ISO standards, which,

ready to be published. These

at the time, were non-existent for

include:

originally

Biometric Standards

biometrics.
 ISO 19784

There is a major push underway
globally to bring biometric tech-

To rectify the situation, the ISO

BioAPI

nology into the mainstream, and

and IEC created a new interna-

the use of biometrics in passports

tional committee on biometrics

CBEFF (Common Biometric

is perhaps providing the strongest

(SC37), whose goal would be to

Exchange File Format) – Data

driver of all.

develop and obtain approval of

Element Specification

 ISO 19785-1

Figure 6: The Biometric Standardization Puzzle

Interoperable
data & template
standards
implemented
in operating
systems

Biometric APIs
for respective
platforms

Technology
Integration
 Platform
security stack
 PKI and
Smart Card
 Certification
and assurance

Integration
into application
standards /
application
profiles

Source: Infineon Technologies
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panies instrumental in defining

pean Commission is actively

Procedures for the

the CBEFF standard, which faci-

attempting to come up with a

operation of the Biometric

litates the exchange and inter-

harmonized approach for the

Registration Authority

operability of biometric data.

European passport (while being

 ISO 19794-2

based on ICAO requirements),

Biometric data interchange

The CBEFF standard is of great

so avoiding the creation of

formats: Finger Minutiae Data

importance in ICAO’s ePassport

different

specifications, with the above

member state.

 ISO 19794-4

solutions

in

each

Biometric data interchange

biometric data interchange for-

formats: Finger Image Data

mats designed to be embedded in

The final European standards

a CBEFF-compliant structure

have not yet been set in stone,

Biometric data interchange

(see Figure 6 for an idea of how

but proposals put forth in

formats: Face Image Data

the various biometric issues all

February 2004 recommend that

interconnect).

biometrics integrated in the pass-

 ISO 19794-5

 ISO 19794-6

port

Biometric data interchange

should

correspond

to

Worldwide
adoption

ICAO recommendations and

Biometric data interchange

With the deadline for ePassports

out by the US for participation

formats: Signature/Sign.

fast approaching, governments

in its Visa Waiver program.

formats: Iris Image Data
 ISO 19794-7

thus fulfill the requirements set

around the world are now beInfineon has been an active player

ginning to reveal their intentions

The mandatory adoption of facial

in the development of standards

for implementing the new docu-

images and the optional inclu-

within the biometric sector. In

ments. Within the European

sion of fingerprints are on the

particular it was one of the com-

Union, for example, the Euro-

way to becoming specified.
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available to the right

SECURITY ASPECTS

person whenever necessary.

It goes without saying that high levels of security are of paramount
importance when implementing an ePassport infrastructure. With-

These issues are normally achieved

out stringent measures in place, the risk of system failure increases

using different security measures.

dramatically and would not only lead to damaged credibility and con-

For example, authentication can

fidence, but in the worst case scenario it could also compromise safety.

be achieved using a password,
PIN or biometric, such as a finger-

The risks associated with the

attack will weaken over time,

print, while confidentiality can

use of contact-based smart cards

as new hacking methods are dis-

be maintained through encryp-

are well understood, and today

covered, but new security tech-

tion measures.

the cards are mature enough to

niques will also emerge to help

be considered as tamper resistant

ensure system security stays

Clearly then, an effective security

devices, able to store and mani-

at least one step ahead of the

system will never rely on a single

pulate sensitive data. ePassports

hacker’s abilities.

security mechanism. After all, if
the door to a house has the most

will not be using traditional contact-based smart card technolo-

Behind most identification schemes,

sophisticated lock known to

gy, however. Instead they will

such as the ePassport, there is an

mankind, but its hinges are rusty

rely on contactless smart card

IT system, which will perform

or there is a window left open,

technology, which is much more

functions, such as storing and

then that single strong security

suited to the passport environ-

authenticating

measure

ment. The problem is that security

information. There are four

Successful security will look at a

considerations in the area of con-

major security issues that these

portfolio of security measures to

tactless chips, while advancing

IT systems need to have covered:

ensure the overall system can be

rapidly, are not as clear cut as

 Secure Authentication –

kept safe from attack. It is best if

personal

user

will

be

bypassed.

they are for their contact-based

ensures that only legitimate

these security measures are of a

counterparts.

users can access certain data

similar difficulty to overcome, as

or perform specific actions;

the point of attack will normally

Security As Standard

 Data Confidentiality –

always be at the weakest point.

Although security is of utmost

ensures that personal or

importance, it must be under-

sensitive data is protected

Certification Issues

stood from the start that 100%

from non-legitimate users;

The user of any security system

security

is

never

possible.

 Data Integrity –

normally has three questions - is

However, a good security appro-

ensures that data is not

the system secure, how secure is

ach will ensure that the money,

purposefully changed

it and how much does it cost?

time and effort required to break

by non-legitimate users;

For just over a decade issuers

a system would not be worth the
potential reward. This barrier to

 Data Availability –
ensures that data is made
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C O M M O N C R I T E R I A – W O R L D W I D E S E C U R I T Y S TA N D A R D S
In the smart card arena, any vendor wishing to submit a product (e.g. chip or operating system) for certification under the
common criteria has to define a so-called security target (ST), which is comprised of:


Definition for the Target of Evaluation (TOE) - The part of the product that is subject to evaluation.



Description of the attack scenarios to be considered in the evaluation of the TOE.



Specification of the countermeasures implemented in the TOE against those threats whose efficiency
has to proven during the evaluation.

In addition, the ST defines the level of assurance to which the TOE meets the security requirement of a smart card. This is known
as the Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL). EALs run from EAL1 at the lowest level to EAL7 at the highest.
The Security Target also grades the effectiveness of the security functions that are implemented against each type of threat.
These Strength of Function levels run from Basic (amateur attack) to Medium (professional using mainstream resources) up to
High (experts with ‘state of the art’ resources).
For the user’s convenience and for comparability reasons, generic security targets are pre-defined for certain product classes,
such as smart cards, in the form of so-called Protection Profiles (PP). They define a minimal set of security properties to be considered in an evaluation.
Often within smart card-related protection profiles, the hardware-interface is not actually addressed and so could feasibly be
applied to both contact and contactless smart cards. Meanwhile, some protection profiles explicitly state that the interface can
either be contact or contactless. Because of the differences between the two technologies, however, specific Protection Profiles
that address the unique vulnerabilities of contactless technology should be considered, bearing in mind recognized threats such
as eavesdropping and denial of service attacks.
The following table shows the relationship between ITSEC and CC certification levels.
Common Criteria

EAL 1

EAL 2

EAL 3

EAL 4

EAL 5

EAL 6

EAL 7

ITSEC

---

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

The target marketplace and its respective security profile will determine the extent to which security features are included.

pendent bodies, such as govern-

(CTCPEC – Canadian Trusted

The benefit of having a certified

ments. In Europe, the Infor-

Computer Product Evaluation

product, such as a smart card chip,

mation

Security

Criteria) had developed different

is the high level of confidence that

Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC)

standards. More recently Common

comes from independent evaluation,

standards were developed and

Criteria

(ISO/IEC

while demonstrating that the ven-

agreed by France, Germany, the

15408), as worldwide valid security

dor of the product has been willing

Netherlands and the UK in 1991.

standards, have emerged which

to put their product to the test.

Meanwhile, the USA (TCSEC -

bring together all of these initia-

Trusted

System

tives to create a scheme which is

ITSEC and Common Criteria

Evaluation Criteria) and Canada

meaningful to a wider audience.

certifications have a sliding scale

Technology

Computer

standards
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that can be assigned to a particu-

In practice, most evaluations are

certificates. Many of the latest

lar product, with the top of the

usually undertaken on software

ones,

scale being high security and the

components, but the field is

66CX322P, have also achieved

bottom of the scale representing

beginning to widen to include

Common Criteria EAL5+ and

very low levels of security (see

more firmware and hardware.

Infineon is committed to conti-

Common Criteria on Page 41).

Infineon’s goal is to provide the

nuing this strategy of achieving

Under the certification schemes,

best security available for its hard-

recognizable security certifica-

any electronic product or system

ware – proven and certified. Both

tion for its security ICs (see

that claims to have a security

ITSEC and Common Criteria

Table 4).

capability can be evaluated. This

provide an effective process for

can include a range of products,

security

such as operating systems, data-

Common Criteria is expected to

As one of the key components in

base management systems, fire-

become the dominant standard by

many identification schemes, it is

walls, smart cards, and the chips

which security will be measured.

important that any smart card chip

at the heart of a smart card and

Numerous Infineon ICs have

is as secure as possible. Security

PKI system.

been awarded ITSEC E4 High

begins with the product develop-

evaluations,

but

such

as

the

SLE

Attack Scenarios

Table 4: Details of Certification for Infineon’s Controllers
Product

Certification Date

Criteria

SLE 66C160P

2000

ZKA approval (German e-purse) /Visa type approval level 3 / CAST

SLE 66CX160M

2001

ITSEC E3/high

SLE 66CX320P

2002

Visa type approval level 3 / ITSEC E4/high / CAST

SLE 66CX640P

2001

ITSEC E4/high

SLE 66CX160P

2001

ZKA approval (Germany e-purse) / ITSEC E4/high

SLE 66CX160P

2001

Visa type approval level 3 / CAST / Proton World / Mondex type approval

SLE 66C162P

2001

Visa type approval level 3 / CAST

SLE 66C164P

2001

ITSEC E4/high / Visa type approval level 3 / CAST / Proton World

SLE 66CX640P

2002

CAST / Mondex type approval / ITSEC E4/high

SLE 66C160P

2001

Visa type approval level 3

SLE 66C164P

2001

Visa type approval level 3

SLE 66C164P

2002

Proton World

SLE 66CX322P

2002

Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

SLE 66CX322P

2002

Visa type approval level 3 / Proton World / CAST / ZKA approval (German e-purse)

SLE 66C82P / 66C42P

2004

Visa type approval level 3 / Proton World / CAST

SLE 66C82P / 66C42P

2004

Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

SLE 66CLX320P

2003

Visa type approval level 3

SLE 66CX642P

2002

CAST

SLE 88CX720P

2004

Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

SLE 66CLX321P

2005 (planned)

Common Criteria EAL5+

SLE 66CLX641P

2005 (planned)

Common Criteria EAL5+
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Figure 7: Summary of Attack Scenarios and Certain Countermeasures

Countermeasures
 Active Shield
 Hardware Encryption
 Dual Rail Logic
 Secure Cryptoprocessors
 Voltage and Frequency
Sensors and Filters
 Light and Temperature
Detectors
 Proprietary CPU Kernel
 True Random Number
Generator
 Secure Software
 ...and many more Surprises

Manipulating Attacks
 Probing
 Memory Preparation
 Hardware Re-Engineering
Observing Attacks
 Power Analysis (SPA/DPA)
 Electrical Visualization
 Timing Attack
Semi-invasive Attacks
 Optical Attack
 Spike/Glitch Attack (DFA)
 Alpha Particle Attack
Source: Infineon Technologies

ment, manufacturing and delivery

might attempt in a bid to create a

the successful hacker, more

processes, where an audit trail

counterfeit card, although such

sophisticated techniques to pre-

should be established for each chip.

attacks are potentially very expen-

vent physical attack, such as the

External attacks can be invasive

sive. Anything from chemical

complete encryption of the

or non-invasive depending on

agents to peel away layers on the

memory, are now in place.

the attack method used. An inva-

chip to the bombardment of elec-

sive attack would involve the

trons to deduce electrical potential

Electrical Security

physical tampering with the

and activity at certain points are

Another method open to the

chip, while a non-invasive pro-

possible attack scenarios.

potential hacker is to monitor the

cess might, for example, involve

power consumption of the chip

the monitoring and analyzing of

Due to the expense of such

as it performs different instruc-

its electrical power consumption

attack methods smart card manu-

tions. This process needs to be

as different instructions are car-

facturers have typically applied

repeated many times using diffe-

ried out (see Figure 7).

effective countermeasures. How-

rent input values. Electrical noise

ever, because more complex

also needs to be screened out.

Physical Attack

equipment is now becoming

Reverse engineering is one potential

available, combined with the

Chip manufacturers have develo-

physical attack method a hacker

increase in potential reward for

ped various types of camouflage
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against this type of attack, inclu-

security strength a shorter key

retrieve information that can be

ding the use of additional interfe-

(and as a consequence, shorter

found on the passport’s Machine

rence (chaff) or the reduction in

computational time) is needed.

Readable Zone (MRZ). This initiates a challenge-response process

noise created by the chip through
special filtering circuits. Infineon

Contactless Chip Threats

between the reader and the chip,

eliminates the root-cause of this

Bearing in mind the ePassport

and once authentication is con-

effect through a dedicated design

will use contactless chips, it is

firmed, the chip is then required

methodology applied to critical

important to understand the

to encrypt the communication

parts of the chip, such as crypto-

avenues of attack that may arise

channel between itself and the

coprocessors.

due to the fact that a Radio

reader.

Frequency (RF) link is involved.
Another option is to make the

A variety of threats are presented

Another specific threat is known

algorithm perform in a different

below.

as the Grandmaster Chess Attack.
In this instance, the MRTD pre-

way each time it runs, introducUnsurprisingly, eavesdropping is

sented by the attacker to the

the most common threat facing

inspection system is equipped

Code Breaking

contactless chips. It is possible

with a special chip, which works

A critical part of a smart card’s

that a person could intercept and

as proxy for a genuine chip located

security stems from the algo-

listen to the communication bet-

in a remote place. The chip then

rithms that are used to encrypt

ween the reader and the chip,

communicates with the attacker,

the data within the smart card.

without the authorities’ or pas-

the attacker communicates with

The main vulnerability comes as

sport holder’s knowledge.

another attacker, and the other

ing randomness.

attacker (temporarily) has access

this data is passed from the card
to a reader when a transaction is

Although not mandatory in the

to the genuine chip. Typically

taking place.

ePassport specifications, indivi-

the inspection system is not able

dual states are able to guard

to notice that it has authenticated

As well as Data Encryption

against this by implementing an

a remote chip instead of the pre-

Standard

algorithms,

access control mechanism to pre-

sented chip. Technically this

smart cards are increasingly

vent both skimming and eaves-

attack will already be guarded

using public key infrastructure

dropping of data. If such a

against, particularly where active

(PKI) systems, which are nor-

mechanism is supported, then

authentication is used, as this can

mally based on RSA algorithms

ICAO says that the contents of

allow an automatic comparison

(named

inventors,

the chip should only be read

between the MRZ stored on the

Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir and

after the bearer has willingly

chip and the MRZ printed on the

Leonard Adleman), however,

offered their MRTD (Machine

data page of the MRTD.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Readable Travel Document) for

(ECC) is a viable alternative and

inspection. To ensure this, the

Another attack scenario arises in

has the benefit that for the same

passport inspector is required to

systems using passive authenti-

(DES)

after

its
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cation, which cannot prevent the

 Memory encryption

copying of data stored on the

of ROM, EEPROM

chip. As a consequence, a genuine

and XRAM to prevent

chip could be substituted with a

memory analysis;

fake chip storing the data copied
from the chip of another MRTD.
Again the easiest way around

 Data and address scrambling
in memories and busses;
 Memory Management

purposes and hardwaresecurity features;
 Active shielding
against any kind of
invasive attacks;
 Protection against
optical attacks using

this is to check that the data read

Unit (MMU) for secure

light sensors and

from the chip matches that on

multi-application and

memory encryption

the MRTD’s data page.

data protection;

algorithms.

 Dedicated logic design and

Security Features

hardware-countermeasures

Infineon provides various appli-

More than 50 security features

against power analyses;

cation notes and recommenda-

are currently implemented in

 Proprietary CPU design

tions for secure implementation

Infineon’s security controllers.
Some security functions found in

for security;

of security relevant features to its

 Dedicated symmetric

customers. In addition, Infineon

contactless smart card ICs from

and asymmetric crypto

also provides a fully certified

Infineon Technologies include:

devices for fast and secure

crypto library, which is compri-

 Sensor and filters

crypto operations;

sed of cryptographic support

 True random number

routines of up to 2048bit key

for controlling operating
conditions;

generator for cryptographic

length (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: How certification provides Security to the Customer

Source: Infineon Technologies
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manipulated from great distance,

The range of identification technology is as diverse as the subject itself.

of several meters, this does not

It ranges from biometric devices and smart cards to PKI systems and

mean one can read or manipulate

database technology. It can be standalone or networked, proprietary

data, if encryption is used.

which

is

simply

not

true.

Although it is possible to detect
the communication between a
reader and a chip from a distance

or non-proprietary, used in high volume applications or in small
closed systems with just a handful of users.

Contactless Controllers
Contactless controllers from

Key Technology

demand more than just portable

Infineon support a range of

Infineon’s Secure Mobile Solu-

data storage capabilities, but also

proximity interfaces for global

tions group has products that

the computational power of

interoperability. Designers can

match the ePassport application

advanced microcontroller chips,

choose from a wide range of

in its portfolio.

this is not surprising.

EEPROMs to reflect individual

They include:
 16-bit secure contactless
microcontroller products;

needs.
The chips available for ePassports are contactless crypto-

The dual interface, contactless

graphic chips that can perform

controller SLE 66CL160S was

complex encryption calculations.

the industry’s first controller to

Contactless ICs work via electro-

support the two contactless

magnetic waves, that are proving

modulation methods for trans-

to be the products of choice for

mission in the 13.56 MHz radio

Through its close value network

all applications which require

frequency band, Type A and

of partners, and in particular

easy and convenient user identi-

Type B in full compliance with

through the members of the

fication, without the need for

ISO 14443.

Silicon Trust, Infineon can also

physical contact of the booklet

cater for a wealth of technology

with a read/write device. It is

The SLE 66CLX321P and the

requirements as well as custo-

very important to state that data

SLE 66CLX641P are based on

mized security solutions.

transmission “over the air” has

the 66P platform (see Table 5).

absolutely no impact on the pri-

These multi-mode ICs support

Chip Types

vacy of the data, which is protec-

the key proximity interface types

A common thread throughout

ted by encryption, not by the

in combination with leading

this document has been the

interface. Several publications

edge performance and security,

importance placed on the chip.

have unfortunately created the

including hardware based accele-

Considering the type of applica-

impression that contactless ope-

rators for DES, Elliptic Curves

tions now emerging, which often

rating chips are easily tracked or

and RSA algorithms.

 3rd Party
Operating Software;
 3rd Party Inlays
(see Figure 9 on Page 48).
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In order to continue this successful product run, Infineon has introduced its 66P ENHANCED
family with increased performace,
user convenience, security and
cost efficiency, which the company believes will usher in a new
standard in 16-bit smart card
applications.

Equipped with an internal clock
running up to 33 MHz combined with an automatic power
management system, the 66PE

Part 6 – Infineon’s Technology for ePassports

Table 5:
Contactless Controller Chips for the ePassport Segment
Product name

SLE 66CLX321P

SLE 66CLX641P

Product description

Pure contactless security cryptocontroller

Pure contactless security cryptocontroller

User-ROM

136 kByte

134 kByte

EEPROM

32 kByte

64 kByte

RAM

4,352 + 700 Byte Crypto

4,352 + 700 Byte Crypto

CPU

16 bit

16 bit

Crypto coprocessor

1,100 bit arithmetic

1,100 bit modular arithmetic

HW-DES

Yes

Yes

Clock (int.)

1 – 15 MHz

1 – 15 MHz

Clock (ext.) contact-based

–

–

Operating voltage

2.7 V – 5.5 V

2.7 V – 5.5 V

Max. supply current

10 mA @ 15 MHz

10 mA @ 15 MHz

Max. sleep mode current (typ.)

100 µA

100 µA

Temperature range (ambient)

–25 to +70°

–25 to +70°

Write / erase time (at 5 MHz)

< 4.0 ms (typ.)

1.8 ms / 2.5 ms

EEPROM page programming

1 to 64 Byte

1 to 256 Byte

MMU

Yes

Yes

Security features

Tamper-proof design, chip ID counter-measures
against reverse engineering, SPA / DPA,
DFA / EMA, memory encryption,
sensor concept: voltage-,frequency-, light-,
temperature-, glitch sensor, active shield,
triple DES in HW, asymmetric algorithms,
hardware-supported (e.g. RSA, ECC)

Tamper-proof design, chip ID counter-measures
against reverse engineering, SPA / DPA,
DFA / EMA, memory encryption,
sensor concept: voltage-, frequency-, light-,
temperature-, glitch sensor, active shield,
triple DES in HW, asymmetric algorithms,
hardware-supported (e.g. RSA, ECC)

Peripherals

2 x 16-bit autoreload timer,
PLL, interrupt, CRC,
RNG, DES, ACE

2 x 16-bit autoreload timer,
PLL, interrupt, CRC,
RNG, DES, ACE

Delivery forms

Contactless module MCC8,
wafer

Contactless module MCC8,
unsawn wafer, sawn wafer

Applications

Identification,
Access,
Payment,
Transport,
Multiapplication

Identification,
Access,
Payment,
Transport,
Multiapplication

Certifications

Planned: CC EAL 5+,
Visa level 3, CAST

Planned: CC EAL 5+,
Visa level 3, CAST

series will offer the maximum
performance to a user’s software.

New products based on the
66PE platform are under development.

Additional security features like
sparkling bus encryption, an

key algorithms (e.g. RSA).

ms. It is equipped with 880

enhanced current scrambler and

It is equipped with 700 bytes

bytes of crypto RAM and its

an automatically implemented

of crypto RAM;

device driver is included in

anti-tearing mechanism solidify

 1408-bit Crypto Engine

Infineon Technologies’ position

(Crypto@1408Bit) - the

as the world’s leading company

Crypto @1408bit supports

for security controllers.

all asymmetric algorithms

Standard) Accelerator – the

based on modular arithmetic,

DES accelerator performs

Cryptocontrollers

including RSA, Elliptic

fast symmetric DES and

Infineon offers a range of security

Curves GF(p) and GF2n. Its

Triple DES algorithms;

crypto modules with its 66S and

unique design makes it the

66P/66PE/88P families.

fastest engine: it performs an

curves core supports multi-

 1,100-Bit Advanced Crypto

1024-bit RSA signature with

plication and addition in the

Engine – the ACE is an arith-

CRT (Chinese Remainder

Galois Field GF2n, n ≤ 191.

metic coprocessor for fast cal-

Theorem) in only 4 ms and a

Elliptic curves GF(p) are

culation of asymmetric public

2048-bit signature in only 35

supported by the ACE;
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the Platform Support Layer
of the 88 family;
 DES (Data Encryption

 Elliptic Curve – the elliptic
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Figure 9: Products for ePassport

Source: Infineon Technologies

 AES (Advance Encryption

and SLE 66CLXxxP/PE crypto

this library. As part of the securi-

Standard) – the AES

coprocessors. It provides arith-

ty

algorithm is supported by

metic functions for easy pro-

66P/66PE controller starting

applications notes available

gramming of the ACE. It also

with the SLE 66CX322P, the

for 66P/88P controllers.

includes full implementations of

RSA2048 library is certified

RSA calculations sign, verify and

according to Common Criteria

The RSA 2048 Library

key generation. It supports up to

EAL-5 + (with BSI-PP-0002

This is a powerful, multi-functio-

2,048 -bit key lengths. Powerful

protection profile).

nal crypto library for Infineon

SPA/DPA and DFA counter

controllers with SLE 66CXxxP/PE

measures are also provided with
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Part 7

CONCLUSION

currently less than 10% own a

The world around us is becoming an ever more security-conscious

of these will be issued with new

place to live and nowhere is this trend reflected more clearly than in

technology in the near term –

the world of immigration. Globally, governments are now looking at

although

integrating technology into passports that just a decade ago would

travel rising all the time ever

passport, and only a percentage

have been unimaginable. Implementation of secure ePassport systems,
which include contactless smart card chips carrying biometric information, will be no easy task, however, especially given the tight deadlines being set. But the end result should be a document fit for the 21st

with

international

increasing numbers will eventually carry ePassports. It could
take many years before the issuing countries not involved in the

century traveler.

US visa waiver agreement catch

Within the next year, after

issuing biometric passports by

up with the 27 countries that are

much sweat and toil, ePassports

October 2004 (now extended for

in the fold.

using contactless smart card

one year).
Despite the low percentages of

technology and biometrics will
begin to roll off the production

In early 2001, the International

people destined to use ePass-

line. As well as increasing conve-

Civil

Organization

ports globally, the technology

nience for the passenger and

(ICAO) concluded that facial

will affect hundreds of millions

allowing for a better use of man-

recognition technology was the

of people and represents a real

power by the authorities, it is

best biometric to implement into

business opportunity to compa-

hoped that they will be able to cut

passports, and this position has

nies not traditionally involved in

out fraud and allow for a streng-

now been set in stone, with the

the passport production busi-

thening of entry/exit procedures.

option for nations to add either

ness, such as chip and chip reader

fingerprint or iris biometrics if

manufacturers, biometric tech-

While work began on creating

they so wish. To date, some

nology suppliers and providers

biometric-based travel docu-

countries have opted to use

of IT security infrastructure,

ments in 1997, there is no doubt

secondary biometrics – almost

such as PKI providers.

that the September 11th terrorist

exclusively fingerprints – but

attacks in the USA served to

most are solely implementing the

Bringing a range of technology

accelerate the development of

facial image requirement.

companies such as these into the

Aviation

passport process is a challenge,

the technology and standards
needed to bring them into service.

Towards an ePassport

yet it is essential. Traditional

In particular the US Enhanced

While there is a great deal of

passport producers – typically

Border Security and Visa Reform

interest in the ePassport, the new

secure document printers – don’t

Entry Act of 2002 had a major

technology will only affect a

currently tend to have the exper-

effect, requiring that all countries

small percentage of people in the

tise needed to produce such

currently participating in the

world. Out of six and a half

high-tech documents, where

US visa waiver agreement start

billion people on the planet,

knowledge
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PKI, RFID, operating systems

feasibility tests. These are expec-

ID-1 format passport card is

and biometrics is required. The

ted to take place between the

likely, probably in the form of a

most successful projects will

fourth quarter of 2004 and the

smart card with strong fraud pre-

undoubtedly be those with

third quarter of 2005. It is hoped

vention and security measures.

strong system integration teams

that these trials will bring to-

that have chosen partners with

gether the extensive ongoing

These sorts of passport card

impeccable track records in deli-

standardization, technology and

would provide facilities to ease

vering such complex systems.

security efforts to produce a

border and embarkation controls

From a technical standpoint there

working solution.

and would be valid between

are many integration issues that

The first waves of passports are

countries with bilateral agree-

are unique to ePassport projects

expected to roll out in the fourth

ments, or even within entire

– after all, putting a chip into a

quarter of 2005.

regions, such as the European

paper document that will inevit-

Union. They could also double

ably end up being inadvertently

Future possibilities

mishandled by its owner is no

The passport will continue to

mean feat. A crucial element to

exist as an ID-3 passport booklet

The ePassport revolution is well

the successful implementation of

for the foreseeable future, and is

and truly upon us. There is still

ePassports, therefore, will be to en-

obviously the primary document

hard work to be done, and issues

sure that the technology not only

for immigration control proce-

to be resolved, but the impressi-

works within the confines of a

dures

However,

ve pulling together by the inter-

laboratory, but that it also works

some countries would like to see

national community in an effort

when tested on the world stage.

a more convenient travel docu-

to make this technology work,

The next big milestones in the

ment than the traditional book.

should lead to a safer and more

ePassport process are pilots and

In the future the emergence of an

convenient world.

worldwide.
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Part 8
Taiwanese health card scheme

INFINEON
TECHNOLOGIES

(22 million cards).

Most of Infineon’s customers

Company Profile

Secure Mobile Solutions

and partners (card manufacturers,

Infineon Technologies became

Based in Munich, Infineon (then

systems integrators, solution

a separate legal entity and a stand-

called Siemens Semiconductors)

providers and selected service

alone company in April 1999.

offered its first smart Card IC

providers) create and implement

The company is the fifth largest

about 16 years ago and has pro-

solutions using smart card IC

semiconductor component manu-

vided over four-billion chip card

platforms in all the high volume

facturer in the world and as such

ICs for the global smart card

markets.

it produces many cutting edge

market since then. This makes it

products out of its four divisions:

the largest producer of smart

As far as its chip card IC activities

card ICs in the world, with

are concerned, Infineon Tech-

almost every second smart card

nologies has Design Centers in

on the planet using Infineon

Munich,

technology. In terms of revenue,

Antipolis, France and Graz,

Dataquest quoted Infineon’s

Austria, as well as an expertise

market share at 41% in 2003,

and

Sixteen research and develop-

making it the market leader for

Singapore. Manufacturing sites

ment sites worldwide and four

five years in a row.

for volume wafer production are

 Communications and
Peripherals;
 Automotive and Industrial;
 Memory Products;
 Secure Mobile Solutions.

R&D alliances support these
business units.

Infineon has continuously proven
its caliber in the identification

With a global presence and about

business and this is visibly

34,400 employees, Infineon is

demonstrated by its involvement

listed on DAX index of the

in almost the entire world’s

Frankfurt Stock Exchange and

leading identification projects,

on

Stock

such as the US Department of

Exchange. In the first 9 month of

Defense’s Common Access Card

the fiscal year 2004, the company

project (4 million cards), the

achieved total sales amounting to

Hong Kong ID card roll out

€ 5.202 billion.

(7

the

New

York

million

cards)

and

the

Germany,

innovation

Sophia

center

in

Regensburg and Dresden in
Germany and Villach in Austria.
Further manufacturing sites are
located in Essonnes, France and
Hsinchu, UMC, Taiwan. The
locations for assembly technology
and assembly processes are in
Regensburg,

Germany

and

Wuxi, China. Infineon’s worldclass facilities represent a multibillion dollar investment to
ensure the company’s continued
market leadership. Infineon also
has an unrivalled support infra-

Infineon’s Vision – “To create Semiconductor Solutions enabling

structure which is available to

the Technology Lifestyle of the Individual in the 21st Century”

assist with technical, project and
business-related enquiries.
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The partnership program came

network of security partners can

into being in summer 2000, as a

improve the relationship with

result of the many requests received

the end customer, by offering a

by Infineon for systems con-

complete solution across the

taining its security technology.

value chain.

The Silicon Trust program has,

Working together with Infineon

The Silicon Trust is a platform

over the last few years, become

and other companies in the same

created for those businesses

a well-respected and established

market, will lead to a better

using Infineon’s security IC

partnership

understanding of applications

technology and solutions in their

the security industry, and has

and future market trends.

applications. Its primary goal is

certainly achieved its initial goal

Companies can work together to

to develop and enhance market

of raising awareness for silicon-

research and formulate business

awareness as well as customer

based security. As one of the first

cases within an environment of

acceptance for individual pro-

such partner programs in the

trust and develop integrated

ducts and solutions developed

market, Infineon has demon-

solutions for a combined custo-

by the Silicon Trust partners.

strated that bringing together a

mer base.

program

within

■ ACG

■ IEE

■ Sermepa

■ Aladdin

■ Ikendi

■ Setec

■ Association for Biometrics

■ ISL

■ Siemens ICM

■ Aspects Software

■ Keycorp

■ Siemens ICN

■ Austria Card

■ MMCA

■ Siemens PSE

■ Baltech

■ Novacard

■ Smart Card Centre

■ beyondLSI

■ Omnikey

■ Smarticware

■ Bundesdruckerei

■ PPC Card Systems

■ SyntiQ

■ Card etc.

■ Precise Biometrics

■ TeleTrusT

■ Cherry

■ Prism

■ Tresor

■ Datacard

■ Radicchio

■ Trusted Logic

■ Gemplus

■ realtime

■ United Access

■ Giesecke & Devrient

■ SC2

■ Utimaco Safeware

■ Goldkey

■ SCM

■ Wave Systems

■ IdentAlink

■ Secartis
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Staying informed of all the latest in silicon-based, security
solutions is no easy matter – and that’s where the Silicon
Trust comes in.
Its vision is to create an industry platform for silicon-based
security technology, embracing a unified approach to the
marketplace. It intends to become the number one reference
for companies searching for the highest quality, certified
security solutions available across the entire spectrum
of products and technologies.

Further information can be found at: www.silicon-trust.com

Its magazine (SECURE – The Silicon Trust Report) and
whitepapers (SECURE – Application Reviews) help keep
people in the security industry up-to-date on these latest
product & technology trends, and most importantly - they
are free of charge!
To get your free copy, all you have to do is fill out the form
on the back or go to www.silicon-trust.com and complete the online form. Your publication will be mailed to
you from the next issue.

Subscription Form
for SECURE Publications
For a free subscription to SECURE (The Silicon Trust Report and
Secure Application Reviews) please fill in the enclosed form and fax
back to +49 89 33 99 57 75.Your subscription will start from the next
published issue. Alternatively, you can also subscribe online at:

Title

First Name

ePASS 01/2004

www.silicon-trust.com

Family Name

Job Title
Company Name
Company Address

Town

Zip / Postcode

Country

Telephone

Fax

Email

(Please include Int. Code)

What is your
Primary Business?
(Please circle one only)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Manufacturing
Financial services / Insurance
E-Business
Healthcare
Wholesale / Retail

(Please circle one only)

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Government Services / Identification
Mobile Communication
Internet Provider

23.
24.

Transport / Public Utilities
System Integrators / VARs /
Software Planning & Consulting
Other

________________________________

What is your title
(Please circle one only)

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

What is your Function

Chairman / President / CEO / COO
CIO / CTO / CFO / EVP / SVP
Vice President / General Manager
Director / Manager
Other

Administration
Information Technology/MIS
Finance
Marketing/Sales
Purchasing/Operations/Traffic
EDI/Electronic Commerce/
Mobile Commerce
Design Management
Other

________________________________

Products Of Interest
(Please Circle as Applicable)

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Contactless / RFID
Smart Card Controllers
Smart Card Memories
Biometrics
USB Tokens
Embedded Security Devices
Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

________________________________

✃

If you would prefer to send your application by post, please send to:
Krowne Communications GmbH, Nordendstraße 2, 80799 München, Germany

www.silicon-trust.com

